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INTRQDUCrWN 

TClmessee Code Annotated section 17-4- 101 charges the Judicial Nominating 
Commission with ass isting the Governor and the People of Telmessee in finding and appointing 
the best qualified candidates for judicial offices in this State. Please consider the Commission's 
responsibility in answering the questions in thi s application questiollJlaire. For example, when a 
question asks you to "describe" certain things, please provide a description that contai ns relevant 
information about the subject of the questi on, and, especially, that contains detailed information 
that demonstrates that you are qualifi ed for the judicial office you seek. In order to properly 
evaluate your application, the Commission needs information about the range of your 
experience, the depth and breadth of yo ur lega l knowledge, and your personal trai ts such as 
integrity, fairness, and work habits. 

This document is avai lab le in word processing format iI'om the Admin istrati ve Office of 
the Courts (telephone 800.448.7970 0 " 615.741.2687; webs ite http ://www.tncourts.gov). The 
Conunission requests that applicants obtain the word processing form and respond directly on 
the form. Please respond in the box provided below each question. (The box will expand as you 
type in the word processing document.) Please read the separate instruction sheet pri or to 
completing this document. Please submit the completed fonn to the Administrative Office of the 
Courts in paper format (with ink signature) fllld electroni c format (either as an image or a word 
processing fi le and with electronic or scanned signature). Please submit fourteen (14) paper 
copies to the Administrative Office of the Courts. Please e-mail a digital copy to 
debra.hayes@tncollrts.gov. 
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TI-JlS APPLICATION IS OPEN TO PUBLIC INSPECTION AFTER YOU SUBMIT IT. 

PROFESSlONAL BACKGROUND AND WORK EXPERIENCE 

1. State your present employment. 

Assistant Un ited States Attoilley 
Deputy Chief, Criminal Division 
U.S. Attorney' s Office 
Eastern District of Telmessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 

2. Slate the year yo u were li censed to practi ce law in Tennessee and give your Tennessee 
Board of Professional Responsibility num ber. 

/ 1994;BPR#0 164 14 

3. List all states in which you have been licensed to pract ice law and include your bar 
number or identifyi ng number for each state of admission. Indicate the date of licensure 
and whether the li cense is currently active. Ifnot acti ve, explain. 

In addition to Tennessee, I have been admitted to practice in the fo llowing states: 

Georgia, Bar # 026288, Admitted June 7, 1993 by examination, Inactive-The State Bar of 
Georgia does not require that I mainta i.n an active license because I do 110( practice law in 
Georgia. I am eligible to activate the license at any lime by paying an additional fee . My license 
is considered to be in good standing. 

Alabama, Bar # ASB-4 l43-L67C, Admitted September 24, 1993 by examination, Aotive-I hold a 
Special Membership License in Alabama. The Alabama State Bar considers this to be an active 
license that is in good standing. I can convert this li cense to an occupational li cense by paying 
an addilional fee. 

4. Have you ever been denied admission to, suspended or placed on inactive status by the 
Barofany State? If so, ex plain. (This applies even if the denial was temporary). 
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5. List your professional or business employment/experience since the completion of YOllr 
legal education. Also include here a description of any occupation, business, or 
profession other than the pract ice of law in which you have ever been engaged (excluding 
military service, which is covered by a separate question). 

Professional Employment Experience Since Law School 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Eastern District of Tennessee 
Knoxvi lle, Tennessee 
October 2001 - present 

Assistant District Atlorney General 
4th Judicial District 
Sevierville, Tennessee 
August 1994 - October 2001 

Associate 
Scott & Associates 
Seviervill e, Tennessee 
March 1994 - August 1994 

Staff Attorney 
Fami ly Inns of America, Inc. 
Pigeon Forge, Tennessee 
October 1 993 - March 1 994 

Occupation, Business, 0 1' Profession Other than the Practice of Law 

Law Clerk 
Office of the District Attorney 
Birmingham, Alabama 
August 1992 - May 1993 

Law Clerk 
Gorham & Waldrep, PC 
Birmingham, Alabama 
June 1992 - August 1992 

Waiter 
Dugan's, Inc. 
Birmingham, Alabama 
May 1991 - July 199 1 
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Waiter 
Ruby Tuesday 
Knoxvill e, Tennessee 
January 1990 - Ap ril 1990 

Prior to these jobs I worked at various times in one of my family ' s businesses. My duties varied 
from washing dishes and cooking in our fam il y restaurant to work ing with my lather in other 
aspects of the business. 

6. If you have not been employed continuollsly since compl etion of your legal education, 
describe what you did during periods of unemployment in excess of six months. 

I Not Appli cable 
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7. Describe the nature of your present law practi ce, li sting the major areas of law in which 
you practice and the percentage each constitutes of your total practice. 

Currently, I serve as Deputy Chief of the Criminal Division of the United States Attorney's 
Offi ce in Knoxville. My current practi ce is almost exclusively criminal. The only exceptions 
arc some co llateral responsibilities. r have served in thi s capacity since September 2008 . As 
Deputy Criminal Chief, I have direct supervisory responsibility for seven attorneys, an 
intell igence specialist, and some suppo11 staff. The attorneys J supervise work in vari ous fields 
of criminal prosecution that include white co llar crime and fraud, public C01Tuptiol1, organized 
crime, antitrust, civil ri ghts, immigration, child exploitation, environmental crimes, national 
security, asset forfeiture and many other areas. These attorneys appear in U.S. District Cou11 and 
the U.S . Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals on behalf of the United States. I also supervise all cases 
and investigations that arise ill any of the Nationall'arks and other areas of special maritime and 
territorial jurisdiction of the United States within the district. Additionally, I maintain a small 
caseload, ranging frolll white co llar crimes to nationaJ security matters. I approve all charging 
decisions and plea agreements of the attorneys I supervise. I also review their wri tten work 
product and courtroom performance. 

My responsibilities also include direct supervision of all matters in the distri ct related to national 
security and terrorism (both international and domestic). This includes all litigation and 
prosecution of matters invo lving terrorist fi nancing, materi al support of terrorism, the Anns 
Export Control Act, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and anything invo lving the criti cal 
infrastructure and national security of the United States. This litigation requires that I be fully 
familiar with both the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act and the Classified In formation 
Procedures Act. It also requires that I maintain the appropriate high seouri ty clearances req uired 
to work with thi s information. Since J began supervision of these malters in 2008, the number 
and quality of these cases have greatly improved. 

I also have several co llateral duties and responsibi li ties . One that I am especially proud of is my 
development of the Project Sate Chi Idhood program in the di strict. Project Safe Childhood is a 
Department of Justi ce program designed to aggressively combat the growing problem of child 
exploitation On the internet. It targets individuals who exploit children by possessing, receiving, 
and distribllting child pornography or who use the internet to groom chi ldren to sexually exploit. 
The program has enjoyed much success since I started it in 2006. 

Among the other co llateral responsibilities I have include being the point of contact (POC) wi th 
the Department of Justi ce for coordination of civil ri ghts investigations, the di strict's 
International Coordinator, and the district's Ethics Advisor. As the Civil Rights POC, I am 
responsible fo r reviewing all credible allegations invo lving the crimi na l deprivation of civil 
ri ghts. As International Coordinator, I al11 responsible for ensuring that the United States ' 
Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty obligations are met in the district. This requires me to 
occasionall y be appointed as a Commiss ioner by the U.S. District Court to ensure our 
compliance with treaty obligations. In thi s oapacity, I have dea lt with many countries including 
France, Germany, Ukraine, the Russian Federation and Switzerland and have had to litigate 
many issues. In my role as the Ethics Adviso r, I provide a variety of functions in support of the 
U.S. Attorney's Office, including the review and approval of outside act ivities, travel, conflicts 
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of interest, and recusals. 

In add ition to these duties in the dis trict, I also participate as a member of the Department of 
Justi ce Evaluation and Review Staff (EARS). EARS teams travel to other U.S. Attorney's 
Offices and evaluate and review the performance of the managcment personnel in the ot1iccs. ] 
have been a member of many of these teams and participated in reviews of offices such as the 
District of New Jersey, the Northern District of Illinois, the Western District of Michigan, the 
NOIthcrn District of Alabama, and the District of Rhode Tsland. Participation in the EARS 
program is by invitation only. 

From September 2006 unt il September 2008, I was the Section Chief of the General Crimes 
Section in the Knoxville office. My duties included supervision of the other attorneys in the 
sect ion as well as maintaining a large caseload. 

Prior to becoming a supervisor, r was an Assistant U.S. Attorney (AUSA) in the General Crimes 
Unit in Knoxville with a caseload that included a diverse assol1ment of cases. In my time at the 
U.S. Attorney's Office, I have prosecuted a wide vari ety of cases including whi te collar crime 
and fraud, immigration, civil rights, child exploitation, narcotics, violent crime, public 
corruption, organized crime and many others. 

8. Descri be generall y your experience (over your entire time as a licensed attorney) in tri al 
Co\II1S, appellate courts, administrative bodies, legislative or regulatory bodies, other 
fo rums, and/or transactional matters. in making your description, include information 
about the types of matters in which you have represented clients (e.g., information about 
whether you have handled criminal matters, civil mallers, transactional matters, 
regulatory matters, etc.) and your own personal involvement and activities in the malleI'S 
where you have been involved. In responding to thi s question, please be guided by the 
fact that in order to properly evaluate youI' applioat ion, the Commission needs 
in formation about your range of experience, your own personal work and work habits, 
and your work background, as youI' legal experi ence is a very impOl1an t component of 
the evaluation required of the Commission. Plcase prov ide detai led information that will 
allow the Commiss ion to evaluate your qualification for the judicial offi ce fo r which you 
have applied. The fa ilure to provide detailed information, especially in this question, will 
hamper the evaluation of your application. Also separately describe any matters of 
special note in trial courts, appel late courts, and administrative bodies. 

My entire work experience as a licensed attorney has been in the area of criminal law, with the 
exception of very brief periods working as a staff attorney wi th a local hotel chain and as an 
attorney with a commercial transaction law finn at the beginning of my legal ca reer. 

From August 1994 until October 200 I, I served as an Assistant District Attorney General (ADA) 
in the 4'h Jud icial District of Tennessee. The 4'h Judicial District includes Cocke, Grainger, 
Jefferson, aDd Sevier counti es. During my seven plus years as an ADA, I prosecuted hundreds!, 
if not thousands, of cases in all of the Circuit, General Sess ions and Juvenile courts in the 4" 
Judicial District. During th is peri od, I tried over I 00 jury cases involving crimes slI ch as 
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homicide, rape, child rape, burglary, robbery, narcotics offenses, arson, theft and other crimes. I 
have tried cases in every county of the Judicial District and on more than one occasion would 
prosecute ajury trial in a county on one day then travel to another county for ajury trial the next 
day. It would be difficult to quantify the number of cases that I disposed of by gui lty plea during 
this time or that I tri ed in the General Sessions or Juvenile courts in the district. When I left the 
District Attorney's Office, 1 was carrying a caseload of over 300 cases in Circui t Court. Because 
we practiced vertical prosecution in the 4'h Judicial District, I was responsible for each case from 
its inception through conviction. This means that I started wi th a case in General Sessions Court 
with a preliminary hearing, handled the matter before the grand jury, and then was assigned the 
case when it was sent to Circuit Court. Not included in these numbers are the many Cases 
disposed of in the General Sessions Court by trial. These would include driving under the 
innuence, assault, petty thefts and other cases that would require trial if not settled by gui lty plea. 
Managing a docket of thi s size was very difficult and it required me to work long hours to be 
successful. 

Since October 200 1, I have served as an AUSA in the Eastern District of Tennessee. As a trial 
AUSA handling a heavy caseload, I have had an opportunity to be responsible for many cases 
from investigation through conviction. I have handled cases at all stages of litigation including 
grand jury investigation, pre-trial litigation, trial before a jury and on appeal before the U.S. 
Sixth Ci rcuit Court of Appeals. The cases I have handled have ranged from complex whi te 
co llar matters such as securities fraud or tax evasion to civi l rights prosecutions, public 
corruption matters and racketeering offenses. While the volume of cases that I was responsible 
for did not approach that of what [dealt with as an ADA, they were substantially more complex. 
I have also had to work very long hours to be successful in this position. 

I have li sted below some examples of the various types of cases that I have personally prosecuted 
during my career. This list is by no means intended to be a complete li st. 

United Slates v. Thomas A. Austin - Austin, a fonner General Sessions Com1 judge in Roane 
County, was convicted of Hobbs Act extortion for his role in a scheme to extort kickbacks from a 
local driving school and a privately owned probation office. Undercover audio and video 
evidence was crucial to the development of t1lis case. lie was sentenced to 44 months in prison. 

United Siaies v. William Colton - Cotton, a Hamilton County, Tennessee county commissioner, 
was convicted at tr ial of conspiracy to commit Hobbs Act extortion and attempted Hobbs Act 
extort ion. Cotton had accepted bribes in exchange for his support of a company Ihat was 
providing recycling services to Ham ilton County. This case was one of the several Operation 
Tennessee Waltz cases that resulted in the convictions of several state officials in Tennessee. 
AUSA John Maccoon was co-counsel on this case. 

United Stales v. David Webber, Shayne Green, Joshua Monday, Sam l/el Franklin & Will Carroll 
- Webber, Green, Monday, Franklin and Carroll were five Campbell County, Tennessee sheriffs 
deputies who were convicted of conspiracy to violate civil rights. The proof showed that the five 
officers traveled to the home of a Campbell County resident to serve a probation vio lation 
warrant and to search fOr drugs. When he refused to consent 10 the search, the officers tied hi m 
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to a chair and assau lted him until he submitted. One officer placed a firearm in hi s mouth and 
repeatedly threatened to pull the tri gger. The proof also showed th at one of the officers used thi s 
as an opportunity to steal many of the belongings of the family that lived there. All five officers 
were convicted and sent [0 prison . 

United States v. David A. Becker - Becker, who had previously been convicted of Cllild sex abuse 
under the name Ira Lustgarden in Colorado, was convicted for his participation in a ring of sex 
offenders that sexually molested young boys and distributed video of the molestations over the 
internet. The proof also showed that some of the sex abuse was broadcast li ve over the internet. 
He was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. 

The FBI "White Spider" human trCi/ficking and public corruption investigalion - The White 
Spider investigati on began in 1997 when operators of Korean spas thaI were It·onts for 
prostitution attempted to bribe Blount County GOneral Sess iOns Judge William Brewer. The caSe 
ultimately ex panded into a five-year nationwide investigation conducted by the Federal Bureau 
of Investi gation in Tennessee, Ohio, Michigan, Connecticllt, Kentucky and Cali forn ia. This 
investigation, which incl uded extensive undercover opemtio)1s, 9 court authol·izcd wiretaps (7 in 
Tennessee and two in Californi a), and 70 search warrants, revealed an extensive criminal 
enterprise. I began working on this case after my arrival at the U .S. Attorney's Office in 200 1 
with AUSA Steven H. Coo k. 

In the Eastern District of Tennessee alone, a federal grand jury returned 7 Racketeer Influenced 
Corrupt Organization Act (RICO) indictments charging 35 defendants with 143 bribery acts and 
over 750 felony counts including 544 money laundering offenses based on laundering over $2.5 
million in criminal proceeds. Over $500,000 in bribes were recovered and over $5 million in 
assets were seized and forfeited. 

Slate o/Tennessee v. Teny Pro./fill - Proffitt, a fanner City of Pigeon Forge police officer, was 
convicted of the fi rst degree murder of his wife by a Sevier County jmy. Proffitt. committed the 
murder in the presence of their children. At trial, the defense focused on the defendant's mental 
state at the time of the murder and his capacity to form Ole requisite criminal intent. This 
defense was defeated, he was convicted and sentenced to life in prison. 

State o/Tennessee v. Jimmy Thorl1lon - Thornton, a notorious Cooke County drug dealer, was 
convicted of sale and deli very of cocaine atter a lengthy jury trial. Thi s case was built largely on 
the ev idence of cooperating witnesses and was very content iously litigated. Thornton' s 
conviction was overturned on appeal because of an error committed by the trial court but he was 
subsequently convicted and sent to prison after further litigat ion. 

I have also litigated many cases in the U.S . Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, both on brief and at 
argument. The most significant of these was Uniled States v. Vonne/". Vonner was convicted of 
di stribution of crack cocaille and sentenced, shortly after the United States Supreme Court 
released its opinion in United States v. Booker, to a term of imprisonment. Booker changed the 
way the U.S. District Courts applied the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines and federal sentencing 
procedure. Vonner's sentence was appealed and after argument the Sixth Circuit panel 
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remanded the case back for re-sentencing because of a failure of "procedural reasonableness" in 
light of Bookel' by the sentencing judge. J felt strongly that the appellate court had made a 
mistake so T fil ed, with the permission of the Solicitor General of the Uni ted States, a petition fo r 
rehearing en banco The court granted my petition and the matter was briefed and argued again 
by the parties. Because of the signifi cance of the issue the court allowed amiclIs curiae briefs to 
be filed by non-palties. After rehearing, the court ruled in ravor of the United States. The 
Vonner opinion is still frequently ci ted by courts and lawyers during sentencing litigation. The 
opinion may be found at United Slales v. Vonl7er, 452 F.3d 560 (6th Cit'. 2006), rev'd en banc, 
516 r .3d 382 (6th Cir. 2008). 

9. Also separately describe any matters of special note ill trial courts, appellate courts, and 
administrative bodies. 

Please see number 8 above fo r a summary of matters of special note in tr ial and appellate CO UI1S. 

10. If you have served as a mediator, an arbitrator or a j udicial officer, describe your 
experience (including dates and details of the position, the cOlll1s or agencies involved, 
whether elected or appointed, and a description of your duties). Include here detailed 
description(s) of any noteworthy cases over which yo u pres ided or which you heard a a 
judge, mediator or arbitrator. Please state, as to each case: (1) the date or period of the 
proceedings; (2) the name of the COUlt or agency; (3) a summary of the substance of each 
case; and (4) a statement of the signi ficance of the case. 

I Not Applicable 

11 . Describe generally any experience you have of serving in a fiduciary capacity such as 
guardian ad litem, conservator, or trustee other than as a lawyer representing clients. 

I Not Applicable 

12. Describe any other legal experience, not stated above, that you would like to bring to the 
attention of the Commission. 

I Not Applicable 

13. List all prio r occas ions on which you have submitted an application for judgeship to Ule 
Judicial Nominating Commission or any predecessor commission or body. Include the 
specific position applied fo r, the date of the meeting at which tbe body considered your 
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application, and whether or not the body submitted yom name to the Govell1or as a 
nominee. 

I Not Applicable 

EDUCATION 

14. List each college, law school, and othel" graduate school which you have attended, 
including dates of attendance, degree awarded, major, any fOlm of recognition or other 
aspects of your education you believe are relevant, and your reason for leaving each 
school ifno degree was awarded, 

Legal Education 

Cumberland School of Law 
Samford University 
Birmingham, Alabama 
1990-1993, awarded Juris Doctor May 22, 1993 
Recipient, John Cabler Corbett Scholarship 
Member, Cordelll-Iull Speakers forum 

Undergmduate Education 

University ofTermessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
1985-1 989, awarded Bachelor of Arts in History with a minor in Economics May 12, 1989 

PERSONAL JNFORMA VON 

15. State your age and date of birth. 

Age: 46 

Date of Birth : November 19, 1966 

16, How long have you lived continuously in the State of Tennessee? 

r have continuously been a resident of Termessee since bil1h. The only time 1 have lived outside 
the state was the period [ was in law school from 1990- 1993. 
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17. How long have you lived continuously in the county where you are now living? 

I have li ved continuous ly in Knox County fOr over threc years. Prior to this, our primary 
residence was in Sevier County from 1997 until 20 I O. We still own our home in Sevier County 
and use it as a second residence. 

18. State the county in wh ich you are rcgistered to voto. 

[ Knox County 

19. Describe your mil itary Service, if applicable, includ ing branch of service, dates of active 
duty, rank at separation, and decorations, honors, or achievements. Please also state 
whether you received an honorable discharge and , if not, describe why not. 

Officer Candidate 
United States Marine Corps 
Marine Corps Combat Development Command 
Quanti co, Virginia 
June 11 , 1990 - August 14, 1990 
Uncharactedzed Discharge, an Entry Level Separation due to a broken left arm suffered during a 
training accident. 
Please see attached letter from the Commandant of the Marine Corp 

20. Have you ever pled guil ty or been convicted or are you now on diversion for violation of 
any law, regulation or ord inance? Give date, court, charge and disposition. 

21. To your knowledge, are yo u now under federal, state or local investigation for possible 
violation of a criminal statute or disciplinary rule? If so, give details. 

! No 

22. If you have been disciplined or cited for breach of ethics or unprofessional conduct by 
any court, administrative agency, bar associati on, d isciplinary committee, 01' other 
professiona l group, give detail s. 

I No 
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23. Has a tax li en or other coll ecti on procedure been instituted against you by federa l, state, 
or local authori Li.cs or creditors within the last fi ve (5) years? l fso, give details. 

I No 

24. Have you ever fi led bankruptcy (i ncluding personally or as part ofany partnership, LLC, 
corporati on, or other business organization)? 

I No 

25. Have you ever been a pal1y in any legal proceedings (including divorces, domestic 
proceedings, and other types of proceedings)? Jf so, give details including the date, court 
and docket num ber and disposition. Provide a brief description of the case. This 
question does no t seek, and you may exclude from yo ur response, any matter where you 
were involved only as a nominal parly, such as if you were the trustee under a deed of 
trust in a fo rec losure proceeding. 

26. Li st all organi zations other than profess ional associations to which you have belonged 
within the last fi ve (5) years, including civic, chari table, religio us, educational, social and 
fraternal organizations. Give the titl es and dates of any offices which yo u have held in 
such organ izations. 

East Tennessee Historica l Society - Charitable 
Secretary - 201 3 to prescnt 
Board of Directors - 2008 to present 
Member - 1994 to present 

Foundation fo r the Sevier County Public Library System - Chal'itable and educational 
Presidenl - 20 13 to present 
Vice-presidenl - 2010 to 2012 
Board of Di rectors - 2006 to present 

U.S. District Court Historica l Society 
President - 20 12 to present 

Bible Study Fellowsbip, Int. - Religious 
Participant 2005 - 20 11 

St. John 's Cathedral, K.noxville, Tennessee 
Member- 20 12 to present 

Leadership Sevier Class of201 1 - Civic 
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Smoky Mountain Historical Society - Charitable 
Member - 1995 to present 

Sequoyah Hills-Kingston Pike Association - Chari table 
Member 20 10 - present 

Sequoyah Hills Preservation Society - Charitable 
Member 20 10 - present 

Friends of the Great Smoky Mountains - Charitable 
Member 2000 - present 

27. Have you ever belonged to any organization, association, club or society which limi ts its 
membership to those of any particular race, religion, or gender? Do not include in yOLlr 
answer those organizations specifically fo rmed for a rel igious purpose, such as churches 
or synagogues. 

a. If so, li st such organizations and describe the basis of the membership 
limitation, 

b. If it is 110t you r intention to resign from such organization(s) and withdraw 
from any participation in their acti vities should yo u be nominated and selected 
for the position for which you are applying, state YOLlr reasons. 

Sigma Phi Epsi lon Fraternity - Sig Ep is a co llege, social fraternity that limits its membership to 
men. I was a member during my time at the University of Tennessee. It is an oft1cial ly 
recogni zed fraternity on the university campus. 

A ClllEVEMENTS 

28. List all bar associations and professional societies of which you have been a member 
within the last ten years, including dates. Give the titles and dates of any oflices which 
you have held in such groups. List memberships and responsibilities on any cOl11mittee 
of proFessional associations which you consider significant. 

llamilton Burnett American Inn of Court 
Presidenl - 20 II to 2012 
Vice-president - 20 I 0 to 20 II 
Seeretaryrrreasurer - 2009 to 20 I 0 
Master of the Bench - 2005 to present 

Knoxville Bar Association, 1998 to present 
Membership Committee, 2005 to present 
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Member, Criminal Justice Section - 20 10 to present 
Member, Government and Public Service Lawyers Section - 2004 to present 
Barristers Executive Committee 2000 

Knoxville Bar Foundation 
Fe llow - Class 01'2013 

Sevier COllnty Bar Association 
Member - 1994 to present 

National Association of Assistant United States Attorneys 
Member - 2001 to present 

I have been a member of both the Tennessee Bar Association and the American Bar Association 
in the past. J havc not rcnewcd these memberships because of the increasing expcnse associated 
with them. 1 am also a member of both the State Bar of Georgia and the Alabama State Bar 
Association. These memberships are automatic by virtue of the [act that I am licensed in both 
jurisdictions. I have been a member of both since 1993. 

29. List honors, prizes, awards or other fonTIs of recognition which you have received since 
your graduation from law school which are directly related to professional 
accomplishments. 

Commendation from FBI Director Robert S. Mueller, J[l for my work in the case of United 
SIClles v. Thomas A. Austin 

Knoxville Bar Foundation 
Fellow - Class of2013 

Depal1ment of Ju tice Special Act or Service Award - 2005, 2006, 2008 

Department of Justice Sustained Superior Performance Award - 2008, 2009, 2010, 20 11 ,20 12 

30. List the citations of any legal articles or books you have published. 

I Not Applicable 

31. List law school courses, CLE seminars, or other law related courses [01' which credit is 
given that you have taught within the lasllive (5) years. 
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I Not Applicable 

32. List any public office you have held or for which you have been candidate or app li cant. 
Include the date, the position, and whether the position was elective or appoint ive. 

I Not Applicable 

33. Have you ever been a registered lobbyist? If yes, please describe yo ur service fully. 

34. Attach to this questionnaire at least two examples of legal articles, books, briefs, or other 
lega l writings which refl ect your personal work . Indicate the degree to which ,each 
example reflects your own personal effort. 

Attached are the briefs from United Slates v. Vonner, 452 F.3d 560 (6th Cir. 2006), rev'd en 
banc, 516 F.3d 382 (6th Cir. 2008). I have included thc original final brief, the petition for 
rehearing en bane, and final supplemental brief. This case is discussed in detai l above. This was 
my case but because of the signifi cance of the issues involved at the time all of the briefing was 
thoroughly reviewed both in this district and in Washington, I)C. I wou ld have had diffi culty 
putting together briefing of th.is caliber in such a ShOl1 time frame without substantial input and 
assistance from others. 

ESSAYSIPERSONAL STATEMENTS 

35. What are your reasons for seeking this position? (l50 words or less) 

Simply put, I believe it is one of the most honorable positions an attorney can occupy in our 
j ustice system and it is a position that I have always wanted to hold. I have remained committed 
to public service througho ut my career because J believe we have the linest justice system in the 
world . It is ceItainly not perfect, and it can be terribly nawed at times, but I believe it is a 
signi fican t factor in mak ing our country such a great place to Live. I have always worked hard to 
make the justi ce system better in every position I have held and I hope to continue to do so from 
the bench. 

36. State any achievements or activities in which you have been involved which demonstrate 
yo ur commitment to equal justice under the law; include here a discussion of your pro 
bono service throughout your time as a li censed attorney. (150 words or less) 
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[ have always believed that the practice of law is a profession and not a business. As such, I 
beli eve that attorneys have an obligation to seek equal j ustice un der the law. Because of my 
ClilTent position, r am not perm itted to perform pro bono legal services. [have worked to 
compensate fo r this with involvement in organizations such as the Hamilton Burnett American 
Inn of Court. The [nn is cOlllmitted to legal ethi cs and improving pro fessionalism among 
members of the Bar. By working to improve professionalism .it is hoped that the commitment to 
justice for all wi ll continue to grow in the legal community. I also have been very active iJ1 the 
Knoxvi ll e Bar. Traditionally, participation by attorneys in government positions has been low. I 
chose to serve on the membership committee in hopes of increasing membership in the Bar by 
lawyers who traditionall y avo id these organi zations. I bel ieve that bar organizat ions improve 
collegiality and that, in tum, improves profess ionalism and a lawyer' s commitment to equal 
justice under the law. 

37. Describe the j udgeship you seek (i.e. geographic area, types of cases, number of j udges, 
etc. and ex plain how yo ur selection would impact the court. (150 words or lesl) 

The position [ seek is Judgc a ll the Tennessee Court of Criminal Appeals, Eastern Secti on. The 
COUl1 hears criminal appeals from the trial co ul1s in Tennessee. There are 12 judges on the 
Court, fOlll' in each section. Each sectio n co incides with one of the grand divisions. The COUlt 
hears cases monthl y in Knoxvi lle, Nashville, and Jackso n and its caseload is very heavy. If I am 
selected I will be committed to the hard work that is necessary to reso lve the many matters that 
are pending belbre the Court. I possess the experience, work ethic, integrity, judgment and 
demeanor to have a positive impact on the Couli and community. 

38. Describe your participation in community services or organizations, and what community 
involvement you intend to have if you are appo inted j udge? (250 words or less) 

Currently, my community participation tends to be focused on my love of history and learning. I 
serve on the Board of Directors of the East Tennessee Historica l Society, which is based in 
Knoxville. The Society operates th e East Tennessee History Center which is home to the 
Museum of East Tennessee History, the Calvi n M. McClung Histo ri ca l Co llection, and the Knox 
County Archives. It is an exceptional organization. 

I also serve on the Board of Directors of the Foundation fo r the Sevier County Public Library 
System. Currently, I am. PI·esident. The Foundati on is charged with raising )noney for 
construction and maintenance of the library fac ilitjes in Sevier County. 111 20 10 we opened the 
newly constructed King Family Library in Sevier vill e. It is a wonderful new facility constructed 
at a cost of over $ 12 million, the vast majority of which was donated by members of the 
community. 

If appointed, I intend to increase my community invo l vement in th e area of ch ild advocacy. 
have not done so in the past becaLlsc of my di rect invol vement with the Project Safe Childhood 
program in the Eastem District o f Tennessee. But, [ can certai nl y envision geltil1g more 
invo lved with child advocacy organi zations sLlch as Child help. I a l11 also very interested in 
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programs that educate the public about their cOUl1 and justice systems and would love to become 
more involved in increasing public knowledge of the Tennessee court system. 

39. Describe life experiences, personal involvements, or talents that you have that you feel 
will be of assistance to the Commission in eva luating and understanding your candidacy 
for th is judicial position. (250 words or less) 

I am largely the man I am today because of my family. 1 have been blessed with loving parents 
who taught me the value of hard work and instilled in me a sense of justice and fa irness that has 
dominated my professional life. To say that they are self-made is an Ul1derstatemen!. My father 
and mother lifted ollr fami ly out of very modest circumstances by determination and hard work. 
It is by their example that J have conducted my life and wi ll in the future. 

r now have my own fami ly, and r strive daily to serve as a good example for nOw and in the 
futu re . As I write thi s, my daughter is two years old and there is not a day that goes by that I do 
not worry about what kind of world she wi ll grow up in. My profession is one way that I can set 
an example for her and shape the world she wi ll inherit. 

40. Will you uphold the law even if you disagree with the substance of the law (e.g., statute 
or rule) at issue? Give an example fi'OI11 your experience as a licensed attorney that 
sUPPo11S your response to this question. (250 WOrits or less) 

Yes. 1 have worked under this principle for my en tire career and enforced the law wi thout rega rd 
to my personal opinion . As I stated above, our criminal justice system is not perfect but it would 
be even less so if individuals al lowed their personal bel iefs to take precedence over what has 
been made the law. Our laws are what make our society what it is today. They are what separate 
us from other societies that are mired in corruption and injustice. [f someone does not agree with 
what the law states then they should work to change it, not refuse to follow or enforce it. [have 
absolutely no reservations about answering yes to tbis question. 

REFERENCES 

41. List five (5) persons, and their current positions and contact information, who would 
recommend you tor the judicial posi tion for which you are applyi ng. Please list at least 
two persons who are not lawyers. Please note that the Commission or someone on its 
behalf may contact these persons regarding yow' application . 

A. The Honorable Gary R. Wade 
Chief Justice, Temlessee Supreme Court 
505 Main Street, Suite 200 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 
(865) 594-6121 
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B The Honorable Thomas A. Varian 
Chief Judge, U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Tennessee 
800 Market Street, Suite 143 
Knoxville, Telmessee 37902 
(865) 545-4762 

C. James R. Dedrick 
U_S. Attorney (Ret.) 
Eastern District of Tennessee 

D. Hugh 13. Nystrom, Jr. 
Director 
Childhelp Tennessee 
2505 Kingston Pike 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919 
(865) 637-1753 

E. The Very Rev. John C. Ross 
St. JOJU1 'S Cathedral 
413 Cumberland Ave. 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37901 
(865) 52 1-2930 
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A FFlEMd TION CONCERMNfl. A PPLICA l'/oN 
Read, and if you agree to the provisions, sign the fo llowing: 

have read the forego ing questions and have answered them in good faith and as completely as my 
records and recollections permit. I hereby agree to be considered fo r nomination to the Governor for the 
office of Judge of the COlllt of Criminal Appea ls of Tcnnessec, Eastern Di vision and if appointed by the 
Governor, agree to serve that office. In the event any changes OCCllr between the time this application is 
fi led and the public hearing, I hereby agree to li le an amended questionnui"e with the Administrative 
Office orthe Courts for distribution to the Comm ission members. 

I understand that the information provided in th is questionnaire shall be open to public inspection upon 
fi ling with the Administrative Offi ce of the Courts and that the Commission may publicizc the names of 
persons who apply for nomination and the names of those persons the Commiss ion nom inates to the 
Governor 1'01' the j udicial vacancy in question. --Dated: .: ... h .. 101 <- '1 , 201 3. 

When completed, returll this questionnaire to Debbie Hayes, Admin istrati ve Offi ce of the Courts, 51 I 
Union Street, Suite 600, NasllVi lle, TN 372 19. 
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TENNESSEE JUDICIAL NOMINATING COMMISSION 
511 UNION STREET, SUITE 600 

NASHV Il.LE CITY CENTER 
NASHVILLE, TN 37219 

TENNESSEE BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

TENNESSEE BOARD OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

AND OTHER LICENSING BOARDS 

WAIVER OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

I hereby waive th e privilege of confidentiality with respect to any in fo rmation which 
concerns me, including public discipline, private disciplin e, defe rred di scipline agreements, 
diversions, dismissed com plai nts and any complain ts erased by law, and is known to. 
recorded with, on fil e with the Board of Professional Responsibility of the Supreme Court of 
Tennessee, the Tennessee Board of Judicia l Conduct (previously known as the Court of the 
Judi ciary) and any other li censing board, whether within or outsid e the state of Tennessee, 
from which J have been issued a license that is currently active, inactive or other status. J 

hereby authorize a representative of the Tennessee Judi cial Nomi nating Commission to 
request and receive any such information and distribute it to the membership of the 
Judicial Nominating Commission and to the office of the Governor. 

Please identify other licensing boards that have 
issued you a li cense. including the state issuing 

~!:l'1I:1!:1l 1:;. lIt;.~ble:t, J: I: • 
the li ce nse and the license number. 

Type 0 1' Printed Name Georgia # 026288 

tLe. ~ ~d-' 
Alabama # ASB-4143-L67C 

Signature 

June 9 , 2013 
Date 

01641 4 
aPR # 
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No. 05-5295 

IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Plaintiff-Appellee, 

v. 

AL VIN VONNER, 

Defendant-Appellant. 

On appeal from the United States District Court 
for the Eastern District of Tennessee, Northern Division 

FINAL BRIEF OF PLAINTIFF-APPELLEE 

HARRY S. MATTICE, JR. 
United States Attorney 

CHARLES E. ATCHLEY, JR. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
800 Market Street, Suite 211 
Knoxville, TN 37902 
865/545-4167 
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STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT 

This case involves solely the review of defendant's sentence following his guilty plea 

to one count of distributing crack cocaine, which was imposed under the post-Booker 

advisory Guidelines and the factors set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a). There are no facts in 

dispute. The United States submits the decisional, process will not be aided by oral 

argument and it accordingly is not requested. 

In the event the Court grants defendant's oral argument request, the United States 

respectfully requests argument by way of teleconference as a cost-saving measure for the 

federal government. 

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

The district court had subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3231 

inasmuch as defendant was charged with an offense against the United States. Sentencing 

decisions of the district court are reviewed pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3742(a). 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

1. Whether defendant has demonstrated the district court plainly 
erred by failing to make additional sentencing findings. 

2. Whether the district court violated defendant's Sixth Amendment 
rights by including in the calculation of his advisory Guideline 
range defendant's undisputed prior drug distribution. 

3. Whether defendant's sentence within the Guideline range is 
"reasonable. " 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On December 9, 2003, the grand jury indicted defendant on one count of distributing 

at least five grams of crack cocaine on August 7, 2002, in violation of 21 U.S.C. 

§§ 841 (a)(1) and (b)(1)(B). (R. 3, Indictment, App. Vol. I, 12.) 

On January 27, 2004, defendant pleaded guilty to the charge in the indictment 

pursuant to a plea agreement with the United States. (R. 17*, Courtroom Minutes; R. 18, 

Plea Agreement, App. Vol. 1,23.)1 The parties filed a signed Stipulation of Facts setting 

forth the factual basis for the plea. (R. 19, Stipulation of Facts, App. Vol. I, 29.) 

The presentence report ("PSR") was prepared and disclosed to the parties on 

March 22,2004 and was revised on June 21,2004. (PSR at 1, App. Vol. II, 142.) 

On April 9, 2004, defendant filed a written Notice of No Objection to Presentence 

Report. (R. 21, Notice, App. Vol. II, 155.) 

On May 3, 2004, defendant filed a motion and a supporting memorandum requesting 

a downward departure from the PSR's recommended Guideline range pursuant to U.S.S.G. 

§ SK2.0 based upon alleged extraordinary mental and emotional hann to defendant as a 

result of childhood trauma and abuse. (R. 22, Motion for Downward Departure, App. 

lCitations to record entries not designated for inclusion in the appendix are marked 
with an asterisk. The United States has designated only those documents necessary for 
resolution of the issues presented. Fed. R. App. P. 28(b)(1). 
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Vol. I, 31; R. 23, Memorandum, App. Vol. I, 33.) The United States filed a response in 

opposition to the motion for a departure, to which defendant filed a Reply. (R. 24*, 

Response in Opposition; R. 27*, Reply by Defendant.) 

On May 24, 2004, defendant filed a Motion to Sentence Defendant Without Regard 

to the Sentencing Guidelines and to Disregard Downward Departure Reporting 

Requirements with a supporting Memorandum of Law based upon the PROTECT Act and 

the so-called Feeney Amendment. (R. 25*, Motion; R. 26*, Memorandum.) The United 

States filed a response in opposition on June 7, 2004, to which defendant filed a reply. 

(R. 28*, Response by United States; R. 30*, Reply by Defendant.) 

On June 22,2004, the United States filed a motion pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3El.l(b) 

for defendant to receive an additional one-level reduction in his offense Guideline level 

based upon his timely acceptance of responsibility. (R. 31 *, United States' Motion for 

Acceptance of Responsibility.) 

On June 24, 2004, defendant filed a Motion to Videotape the Sentencing Hearing and 

a Motion to Allow Defendant to Wear N on-Inmate Clothing to the Sentencing Hearing, to 

which the United States filed objections, and which the district court thereafter denied. 

(R. 32*, Motion to Videotape; R. 33*, Motion to Allow Defendant to Wear Non-Inmate 

Clothing; R. 35*, United States' Response; R. 36*, United States' Response; R. 41 *, Order 

denying Motions.) 
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Also on June 24, 2004, defendant filed a one-page Notice of Supplemental Authority 

in support of his Motion to be Sentenced Without Regard to the Sentencing Guidelines 

based upon an attached 173-page decision of a district court in Massachusetts holding the 

United States Sentencing Guidelines to be unconstitutional in light of Apprendi v. New 

Jersey, 530 U.S. 466 (2000), and Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584 (2002). (R. 34*, 

Supplemental Authority.) 

Later that same day, June 24,2004, defendant filed a Second Notice of Supplemental 

Authority based upon the Supreme Court's decision in Blakely v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296 

(2004). (R. 37*, Second Notice of Supplemental Authority.) 

On July 23, 2004, the United States filed a response to defendant's Blakely 

memorandum oflaw, to which defendant filed a reply. (R. 42*, United States' Response; 

R. 44*, Defendant's Reply.) 

On January 31, 2004, defendant filed a Sentencing Memorandum in which he noted 

his sentencing hearing had been continued "in anticipation ofthe Supreme Court's decision 

in United States v. Booker," plus his cooperation with the United States, and further noted 

that, Booker having been decided, his prior Motions to Depart and to be Sentenced Without 

Regard to the Sentencing Guidelines "have either been affirmed by the Supreme Court or 

rendered moot." (R. 47, Sentencing Memorandum at 4-5, App. Vol. I, 82-83.) Defendant 

then identified four "Bases for Variance from Advisory Only Sentencing Guidelines 
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Calculations" lipon which he relied for the court's determination of a reasonable sentence. 

(Id. at 5, App. Vol. I, 83.) 

At the sentencing hearing, defendant stated he had no 0 bj ection to the PSR and stated 

that his pre-sentencing motions were moot. (R. 51, Sentencing Hearing Transcript, TR at 

4-5, App. Vol. I, 111-12.) The district court accordingly denied the motions as moot. (Id. 

at 5-6, App. Vol. I, 112-13.) 

Following argument by the parties as to the appropriate sentence, and defendant's 

statement in allocution, the district court imposed a sentence of 117 months, which was in 

the middle of the Guideline range, and identified the factors in § 3553(a) upon which the 

court was relying. (Id. at 28, App. Vol, I, 135.) 

. The district court's written Judgment was entered on February 11, 2005, and 

defendant filed a timely Notice of Appeal on February 24, 2005. (R. 49, Judgment, App. 

Vol. I, 13; R. 50, Notice of Appeal, App. Vol. I, 20.) 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. Defendant's offense conduct. 

The following facts are set forth in the PSR, as to which defendant stated in writing 

and on the record that he had no objections, and/or are set forth in the Stipulation of Facts 

filed in support of defendant's guilty plea. 
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On May 27, 2002, defendant was released from prison following his completion of 

a sentence imposed in Knox County Criminal Court for second degree murder. (PSR at 

~ 31, App. Vol. II, 148.) On August 6, 2002, law enforcement officers received information 

from a confidential informant (Cl) that defendant had been fronted a kilogram of powder 

cocaine from Will Gant "so that defendant could 'get on his feet' after being released from 

prison.,,2 (Id. at ~ 7, App. Vol. II, 144.) When the Cl went to meet defendant at an 

apartment in the Walter P .. Taylor housing development to purchase some crack cocaine, 

defendant told the Cl to return in an hour because defendant had not yet cooked the powder 

cocaine into crack. Thereafter, at about noon, defendant contacted the Cl and said the crack 

was ready. Law enforcement officers gave the Cl $1,200 in cash and outfitted him with an 

audio recorder and the Cl met with defendant and purchased 23.6 grams of crack from 

defendant in a recorded transaction. (Id.) 

The next day, August 7, 2002, the same Cl advised law enforcement agents he had 

received a telephone call from Lucky Clark who asked ifthe Cl needed any crack, to which 

theCl had responded he needed two ounces.3 (Id. at ~ 8, App. Vol. II, 145; R. 19, 

Stipulation of Facts at 1, App. Vol. I, 29.) The price agreed upon was $2,200. (Id.) Clark 

2Gant was prosecuted in'a separate case. (See PSR at page 1, App. Vol. II, 142, . 
United Statesv. Will Gant, Case No. 3:03-cr-I39.) 

3Clark was prosecuted in a separate case. (See PSR at page 1, App. Vol. II, 142, 
United States v. Lucky Clark, Case No. 3:03-136.) 
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and the CI agreed that Clark would bring the crack to the CI's apartment, and the CI was 

again outfitted with a wire and given the cash to buy the crack. (Id.) Later that afternoon, 

defendant called the CI and said he was bringing the crack to the CI and asked the CI for 

directions to his apartment. Defendant later came to the CI's apartment and sold 33.3 grams 

of crack for $2,200. (Id.) Defendant was videotaped as he entered and left the apartment 

and two audio-recordings ofthe transaction were made as well. (R. 19, Stipulation of Facts 

at 2, App. Vol. I, 30.) 

2. Facts relevant to sentencing. 

The probation officer calculated defendant's offense level based upon defendant's 

two recorded sales of crack to the CIon August 6 and 7, 2002. Thus defendant was held 

accountable for 53 grams of crack, which established a base offense level under the 

Guidelines of 32. (PSR at ~ 14, App. Vol. II, 145.) No enhancements were applied. 

Defendant's base offense level was reduced three levels for his acceptance of responsibility, 

result~ng in a total offense level of29. (Id. at~~ 19,22, App. Vol. 11,146.) Defendanthad 

five criminal history points, thus his criminal history category was III. (Id. at ~ 34, App. 

Vol. II, 149.) 

The statutory sentencing range was not less than 5 or more than 40 years pursuant 

to 21 U.S.C. § 84l(b)(1)(B). (Id. at ~ 53, App. Vol. II, 152.) With a total offense level of 
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29 and a criminal history category oflII~ the Guideline range was determined to be 108 to 

135 months. (Id. at ~ 54, App. Vol. II, 152.) 

As noted, prior to the sentencing hearing, defendant filed a written Notice that he had 

no objections to thePSR. (R.21,Notice,App. Vol. II, 155.) Defendant also filed a lengthy 

written Sentencing Memorandum in which he identified four bases in support of his 

argument for a sentence below the advisory Guideline range. (R. 47, Sentencing 

Memorandum, App. Vol. I, 79.) 

At the sentencing hearing, defendant first confirmed that he had no objections to the 

PSR. (R. 51, Sentencing Hearing Transcript, TR at 4-5, App. Vol. I, 111-12.) In addition, 

in light of the decision in Booker, defendant stated his pre sentencing motions were moot, 

and the district court accordingly denied the motions on this basis. (Id. at 5-6, App. Vol. I, 

112-13.) 

Defendant then addressed the court through counsel and noted that the Guideline 

range was "but one of the factors" that the district court considers in its post-Booker 

sentencing decision, and that the other factors include those set forth in § 3553(a). (Id. at 

7 -8, App. Vol. I, 114-15.) Analyzing those factors in light of his argument that his sentence 

should be below the Guideline range, defendant reiterated the four factors set forth in his 

Sentencing Memorandum: (1) his severe childhood neglect, trauma, and abuse (id. at 8-11, 

App. Vol. I, 115-18); (2) his post-arrest confinement in the local jail, in which he was 
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placed in "lock down" for much of the time due to his prior murder conviction (id. at 11-12, 

App. Vol. I, 118-19); (3) his cooperation with the United States (id. at 12-14, App. Vol. I, 

119-21); and (4) the inclusion of the drug sale on August 6,2002 as relevant conduct for 

purposes of calculating his Guideline range (id. at 14-15, App. Vol. I, 121-22). 

As for this last factor, defendant did not dispute that he sold the CI the crack on 

August 6, 2002, nor did he object to the district court's consideration of this drug offense 

as "relevant conduct" for purposes ofthe Guideline calculations. (Id.; see PSR at ~ 7, App. 

Vol. II, 144.) Defendant acknowledged that in light of the Supreme Court's decision in 

Booker, there was no Sixth Amendment impediment to the district court considering the 

undisputed drug transaction in its calculation of the now-advisory Guideline range. (R. 51, 

Sentencing Hearing Transcript, TR at 15, App. Vol. I, 122.) Defendant argued the 

uncharged conduct should not be taken "as heavily into consideration" because such 

uncharged conduct allegedly was the reason the Supreme Court had found in Booker that 

the mandatory Guideline range was unconstitutional. (Id.) 

In summing up, defendant argued that in light of these four factors, a sentence within 

the Guideline range ''would not be fair, would not meet the interest of justice," and that 

instead of incarceration defendant "needs the tools of life," which his childhood and life 

experience had failed to provide. (Id. at 16-17, App. Vol. I, 123-24.) 
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The district court thanked defense counsel, stating "[t]he Court appreciates your 

arguments you've advanced," and then pennitted the United States to respond. (Id. at 17, 

App. Vol. I, 124.) Counsel for the United States acknowledged that defendant's childhood 

had been deprived. (Id. at 17-18, App. Vol. I, 124-25.) However, in assessing the 

appropriate sentence in light of the factors in § 3553(a), the United States noted that the 

record demonstrated defendant unquestionably is a "violent, dangerous man" who had been 

unable to live in society without engaging in violent, criminal misconduct, and thus 

incarceration was necessary for the protection of society. (Id. at 18-19, App. Vol. I, 125-

26.) The Guideline range had in fact calculated defendant's criminal history favorably to 

defendant, and the resulting range presented a reasonable time period given defendant's 

history for violence and recidivism. (Id.) 

With respect to defendant's cooperation with the government, the United States 

noted that this factor was not ripe as a basis for lowering defendant's sentence, but would 

appropriately be considered upon the filing of a later motion, at which time the court would 

be given evidence to support a sentencing reduction. (Id. at 20-21, App. Vol. I, 127-28.) 

As for the court's consideration of the drug sale on August 6, 2002, the United States 

noted that defendant was not disputing that he sold the crack and had agreed it was properly 

included by the probation officer as relevant conduct for calculation of the advisory 

Guideline range. The United States strongly argued the resulting Guideline range was in 
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fact "extremely generous" in its representation of defendant's offense conduct and, 

particularly, defendant's criminal history. (Id. at 21, App. Vol. I, 128.) This was not a basis 

for reducing defendant's sentence. (Id.) 

The district court heard defense counsel in reply, at which time defendant 

underscored that his childhood trauma and his lengthy periods of incarceration contributed 

to a lack of opportunity to develop skills qualifying defendant to work, and thus he turned 

to crime when he was not in prison. (Id. at 21-23, App. Vol. I, 128-30.) 

Defendant then personally a~dressed the district court at length in allocution. (Id. 

at 24-27, App. Vol. I, 131-34.) At one point, when defendant's emotions made it difficult 

for him to continue, the district court patiently stated "if you want to take a moment to 

compose yourself, I want you to be able to say everything you feel like you need to say," 

and asked the court deputy to provide defendant with a Kleenex. (Id. at 26, App. Vol. I, 

133.) After the court was assured that defendant had said everything he desired to express, 

the district court then took a recess to "review the files and consider the matters." (Id. at 

27, App. Vol. I, 134.) 

Following the recess, the district court addressed defendant and stated as follows: 

THE COURT: Allright. Mr. Johnson, if you'll return to the lectern 
with Mr. Vonner, we'll proceed with sentencing at this point. First, Mr. 
Vonner, let me say that the Court appreciates the apology you offered this 
morning. You're obviously facing some period of incarceration. And while 
I know you need help and are asking for help once you - once that period of 
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incarceration is over, I mean, I would encourage you, as you heard somebody 
[ state] here this morning, during your period of incarceration to, you mow, 
dedicating yourself to hopefully learning the proper tools and education and 
other matters that would be offered to you through your Federal prison 
incarceration that, you mow, will give you certain life skills and lifestyles that 
will be of benefit to you when your period of incarceration is over. Certainly, 
the Court will - There's been made mention of not only your cooperation 
today, but your encouraged cooperation. And the Court would certainly 
encourage you to continue in that regard. 

With respect to the sentence in this case, the Court has considered the 
nature and circumstances of the offense, the history and characteristics of the 
defendant, and the advisory Guideline range, as well as the other factors listed 
in 18 United States 3553 (a). Pursuant to [the] Sentencing Reform Act of 
1984, it is [the] judgment of the Court that the defendant, Alvin George 
Vonner, is hereby committed to the custody of [the] Bureau of Prisons for a 
term of imprisonment of a hundred and seventeen months. It is felt that this 
term is reasonable in light of the aforementioned, in light of the 
aforementioned factors·· and is a sentence, furthermore, that will afford 
adequate deterrent and provide just punishment. 

The Court will recommend that you receive five hundred hours of 
substance abuse treatment from the Bureau of Prisons Residential Drug Abuse 
Treatment Program. Upon release from imprisonment, you shall be placed on 
supervised release for a term of five years. 

(Id. at 27-28, App. Vol. 1,134-35.) 

The district court then imposed the conditions of supervised release, imposed the 

required special assessment, waived the imposition of a fine, accepted the plea agreement, 

and advised defendant of his right to appeal the sentence by filing a notice within ten days. 

(Id. at 29-30, App. Vol. I, 136-37.) 
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The district court then asked counsel for the United States if there were any 

objections to the sentence that were not previously raised, to which counsel responded in 

the negative. (Id. at 30, App. Vol. I, 137.) The district court next asked counsel for the 

defendant, "does the defendant have any objection to the sentence just pronounced not 

previously raised," to which counsel stated, "No, Your Honor." (Id.) The court asked 

again: "Anything further from or on behalf of the defendant?" Counsel responded by 

asking the court to recommend a prison geographically close to Knoxville, which the 

district court indicated it would be "glad" to do. (Id.) 

The court then personally addressed defendant and stated, "Mr. Vonner, I would add 

to you that, you know, the Court encourages you to not only continue your cooperation, but 

also to, you know, use this time to develop the skills that you believe are necessary and that 

will be useful to you when your period of incarceration is over." (Id. at 30-31, App. Vol. I, 

137-38.) The district court one final time turned to defense counsel and asked, "Anything 

further, Mr. Johnson?" to which counsel stated, "No, Your Honor." (Id. at 31, App. Vol. I, 

138.) The district court recessed the proceeding. (Id.) 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

Defendant is incorrect in his argument that the district court erroneously failed to 

resolve factual issues. First, defendant did not identify any factual disputes by way of Rule 

32, and thus did not trigger the district court's fact-finding role. Secondly, defendant's 
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arguments in support of a lower sentence were legal, not factual, arguments. Thus to the 

extent defendant asserts the district court left unresolved factual disputes, defendant either 

waived his right to complain or, regardless, all of his allegations were legal, not factual. 

Defendant was asked several times after sentence was imposed whether he had any 

objections to the sentence and affirmatively stated he did not. Defendant now argues the 

court allegedly failed to make adequate findings in support of its sentence. Defendant 

forfeited this argument and must demonstrate plain error warranting relief. 

No plain error occurred. After Booker, this Court's review is for "reasonableness." 

The record demonstrates the district court's sentencing procedures were in accordance with 

this Court's prior authority and provide an adequate basis for the Court's appellate review. 

The district court is not required to specifically respond to every argument defendant makes 

in support of a lower sentence. Here, the Guideline range was undisputed. The court 

patiently heard the parties and defendant at length as to the appropriate sentence, and 

recessed to consider those arguments. The court'simposition of sentence included specific 

recommendations that defendant participate in vocational, educational and drug treatment 

programs, and encouraged defendant's continuing cooperation with the United States, 

which is adequate to demonstrate the court considered these matters in connection with its 

sentencing decision. The court then identified the § 3553(a) factors it had considered and 

imposed a sentence within the Guideline range, noting further appropriate factors to support 
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its decision. D~fendant has failed to demonstrate any error warranting resentencing as to 

the district court's findings or its sentencing procedures. The sentence should be affirmed. 

Defendant's argument that Sixth Amendment error occurred due to judicial fact

finding at sentencing was not raised below and thus review is for plain error. No error 

occurred where the post-Booker Guideline range was advisory, and thus there was no Sixth 

Amendment impediment to the district court finding facts at sentencing. The district court 

was permitted to take into account in calculating the advisory Guideline range the drug 

transaction on August 6, 2002, which defendant agreed occurred as stated in the PSR and 

. which he also agreed constitutes "relevant conduct" that properly is included in the offense 

level determination. This argument is wholly without merit. 

Defendant has failed to demonstrate his sentence is unreasonable., The offense level 

and criminal history were factually and legally undisputed, the Guideline range was 

undisputed, and the record demonstrates the district court considered the range and the 

factors set forth in § 3553(a) and selected a sentence within the range. This sentence meets 

the "reasonableness" standard and should be affirmed. 
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ARGUMENT 

1. Defendant has failed to demonstrate plain error based upon the 
district court's failure to make additional sentencing findings. 

Defendant argues the district court erred because it allegedly "failed to make any 

findings on the record and articulate the basis for the sentence provided" and, as a result, 

this Court cannot engage in the "meaningful appellate review" to which defendant has a 

statutory right. (Defendant's Brief at 22.) Defendant alleges "the district court below did 

not make any factual findings," asserting that the court's statement that it had "considered" 

the § 3553(a) factors is inadequate for this Court's "reasonableness review." (Id. at 25, 

emphasis in original.) Defendant argues "substantial factual issues" allegedly were left 

unresolved by the district court, including defendant's request for a departure based upon 

childhood abuse, defendant's cooperation with the United States, and the "inherent 

unreliability of the uncharged conduct" involving defendant's crack sale to the CIon 

August 6, 2002. (Id. at 26.) 

Defendant's argument is wholly without merit. First, to the extent defendant is 

asserting there allegedly were unresolved factual issues, defendant waived the right to 

require the district court to decide any issues of fact or make any additional findings 

resolving alleged factual issues. Defendant stated in writing and on the record that he had 

no objections to the PSR. See Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(£)(1) (within fourteen days of receipt of 
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the PSR "the parties must state in writing any objections, including objections to material 

information ... contained in or omitted from the report"). By failing to raise factual 

disputes by way of Rule 32, any appellate objection has been waived. See United States 

v. Hurst, 28 F.3d 751, 760 (6th Cir. 2000) (defendant must bring alleged factual dispute to 

district court's attention at the time of sentencing in order to trigger court's fact-finding duty 

under Rule 32). Defendant did not object to the facts as stated in the PSR and received the 

benefit of the full three-level reduction in his Guideline range for accepting responsibility 

for his offense conduct. He therefore has waived his right to object on appeal to rulings on 

alleged issues of fact. 

Moreover, defendant's arguments were not and are not factual issues necessitating 

resolution. Rather, defendant advanced legal arguments in support of a lower sentence, 

identifying four legal bases upon which the district court allegedly should impose a 

sentence below the advisory Guideline range. That is why defendant did not object to any 

facts as stated in the PSR, as required by Rule 32. See United States v. Smith, 24 F. App'x 

369, 376 (6th Cir. 2001) (defendant's sentencing objection was not factual but legal, to 

which Rule 32 did not appear to apply, and the court's ruling was adequate to resolve it) 

(unpublished, copy attached). 

Therefore, to the extent that defendant is asserting in his brief that the district court 

left unresolved issues of fact, (1) he waived his right to make this argument by not 
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identifying controverted facts as required by Rule 32, and (2) he is mistaken because there 

simply were and are no facts in dispute. 

As for defendant's legal arguments in support ofa lower sentence, the district court 

is not required to specifically or expressly respond to each of defendant's individual legal 

arguments. The district court is required by statute to provide reasons supporting its 

selection of the sentence within the Guideline range as set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(c). 

Defendant argues the district court failed to make adequate findings to explain the reason 

for its sentence. 

Defendant forfeited his right to raise this objection on appeal. After sentence was 

imposed, in response to express questions from the district court, defendant twice stated he 

had no objection to the sentence as imposed. (R. 51, Sentencing Transcript, TR at 30-31, 

App. Vol. I, 137-38.) See United States v. Bostic, 371 F.3d 865, 873 (6th Cir. 2004) 

(district court must expre'ssly provide opportunity for objections after imposing sentence, 

defendant forfeits any obj ection not raised in response, and review on appeal will be solely 

for plain error). Here defendant affirmatively stated several times that he had no obj ection 

to the sentence, and thus he foreclosed the opportunity for the district court to "correct[] 

any error," or to clarify the basis for its sentence or to make the additional findings 

defendant now argues allegedly were necessary. Id. 
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This Court thus reviews the alleged lack of adequate sentencing findings under the 

Rule 52(b) plain error standard. As stated in Johnson v. United States, 520 U.S. 461(1997), 

"[b ]efore an appellate court can correct an error not raised at trial, there must be (l) error, 

(2) that is 'plain,' and (3) that affects substantial rights .. If all three conditions are met, an 

appellate court may then exercise its discretion to notice a forfeited error, but only if (4) the 

error seriously affects the fai1l1ess, integrity, or public reputation of judicial proceedings." 

ld. at 466-67. 

As explained infra, there was no error in this case, plain or otherwise, as to the 

district court's findings in support of its sentence, nor has defendant demonstrated any 

violation of any right warranting a remand for further findings. 

As is now becoming well settled, after Booker this Court reviews the defendant's 

sentence for "reasonableness." United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220 (2005). When 

remanding for resentencing under Booker, the Court has stated as follows: 

Accordingly, on remand, we encourage the sentencingjudge to explicitly state 
his reasons for applying particular Guidelines, and sentencing within the 
recommended Guideline range, or in the alternative, for choosing to sentence 
outside that range. Such a statement will facilitate appellate review as to 
whether the sentence was ''reasonable.'' However, we take no position as to 
the content or extent of such a statement. 

United States v. Jones, 399 F.3d 640, 650 (6th Cir. 2005). In United States v. Webb, 403 

F.3d 373 (6th Cir. 2005), the Court made the following statement: 
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[W]e read Booker as instructing appellate courts in determining 
reasonableness to consider not only the length of the sentence but also the 
factors evaluated and the procedures employed by the district court in 
reaching its sentencing determination. Thus, we may conclude that a sentence 
is unreasonable when the district judge fails to "consider" the applicable 
Guidelines range or neglects to "consider" the other factors listed in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 3553(a), and instead simply selects what the judge deems an appropriate 
sentence without such required consideration. We decline, however, to define 
rigidly at this time either the meaning of reasonableness or the procedures that. 
a district judge must employ in sentencing post-Booker. Instead we believe 
it prudent to permit a clarification of these concepts to evolve on a case-by
case basis at both the district court and appellate levels. Any specific 
clarification of the reasonableness standard is also unnecessary in this case, 
as we conclude that there is nothing in the record which suggests that the 
district court's sentencing determination was unreasonable. 

Id. at 383-84 (footnote and citation to Booker omitted). 

The Webb Court then went on to analyze the district court's sentencing decision. The 

Court first found that the district court properly calculated the Guideline range. The Court 

next noted that the district court properly considered the defendant's lengthy criminal 

history and parole status at the time of the offense conduct. Id. at 3 84. Th~ Court then 

found the district court "considered" defendant's offender characteristics as set forth in the 

PSR, which had indicated defendant lacked education and suffered from substance abuse. 

Id. at 385. 

Notably, the Webb Court did not require the district court to specifically or expressly 

state it was taking defendant's lack of education or substance abuse into account in the 

selection of the sentence. Nor was the district court faulted for failing to expressly state 
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what weight it was ascribing to this factor in the selection of the sentence. Rather, the 

Court inferred that the district court "considered" defendant's lack of education and abuse 

where the district court recommended that defendant participate in the Bureau of Prisons' 

education and drug treatment programs. ld. 

Finally, the Webb Court concluded its review by stating "there is no evidence in the 

record that the district court acted unreasonably, by, for example, selecting the sentence 

arbitrarily, basing the sentence on imp ennis sible factors." ld. Given the entire record, and 

given the nature of the case, the distrIct court's sentencing process passed muster with this 

Court and the sentence was affirmed. ld. 

The Court in United States v. Jackson, 408 F.3d 310 (6th Cir. 2005), relied upon 

Webb to note as follows: 

Booker requires an acknowledgment [by the district court] of the defendant's 
applicable Guideline range as well as a discussion of the reasonableness of a 
variation from that range. Further, in determining the sentence, the district 
court must consider the advisory provisions of the Guidelines and the other 
factors identified in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a). 

ld. at 305 (emphasis added). 

In Jackson, the United States appealed the district court's eight-level departure below 

the Guideline range where the district court arbitrarily selected a sentence based solely 

upon a litany of offender characteristics rather than the Guideline range or the factors 

identified in § 3553(a). ld. at 303-04. "The district court's reasoning, however, did not 
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include any reference to the applicable Guideline provisions or further explication of the 

reasons for the particular sentence." Id. at 305. Thus the Court granted the United States' 

request for a remand to correct the district court's neglect of the Guidelines and the 

§ 3553(a) factors. Id. The Jackson Court noted in a concluding footnote that "[dJistrict 

courts have always been required to exercise their sentencing discretion in a manner which 

allows for meaningful appellate review," and "the fact that the Guidelines are now advisory 

does not alter" that requirement. Id. at n.4. 

These cases demonstrate that while the Court has always required the record to 

demonstrate the basis for the sentencing decision so that the Court can determine that the 

district court relied upon proper factors in the exercise of its sentencing discretion, the 

Court has never required the district court to individually or expressly respond to every 

argument advanced by defendant during the sent~ncing proceeding. Nor ~as the Court 

invaded the district court's discretionary sentencing process by requiring the lower court 

to state the weight it ascribed to each factor in reaching its decision. 

For example, in United States v. Murillo-Iniguez, 318 F.3d 709 (6th Cir. 2003), 

defendant claimed "the district court never made an explicit finding" resolving his 

argument that his prior cocaine offense was not an "aggravated felony" upon which his 

offense level could be enhanced. Id. at 711-12. Defendant asserted the record of his prior 

drug conviction did not exclude a finding that it involved only personal drug use. The 
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probation officer and the United States responded by identifying evidence in the record that 

showed the drug offense necessarily involved distribution. ld. at 712. After hearing 

argument of the parties back and forth on the issue, the district court did not expressly find 

whether or not the drug conviction qualified as an aggravated felony under the Guidelines. 

Instead, the court stated it would not reduce defendant's sentence unless it found the 

criminal history category in the PSR overstated his criminal history, a conclusion that it 

apparently rejected. The enhancement was applied. ld. 

Defendant argued the district court owed him an express ruling on the 

characterization of his prior drug conviction and asked the Court to remand for 

resentencing. This Court first noted "[ w]e review the record as a whole to determine 

whether or not the district court was aware of his discretion in the matter and properly 

exercised that discretion in making an informed legal judgment." ld. at 712. The Court 

concluded that "[b ]ased upon the sentencing decision the district court made and the 

evidence in the record, the district court did in fact make a finding" on the contested prior 

conviction. !twas adequate for this Court's review that the district court heard the 

argument, considered it, and then stated what the court found would necessarily be required 

for a sentencing reduction. ld. The Court refused to remand the case so that the district 

court could state explicitly what it had implicitly found to be true. 
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In the present case, the record amply demonstrates the basis for the district court's 

sentencing decision. This is a simple, straightforward case that involves no unique 

sentencing factors or issues. See Webb, 408 F.3d at 385 (noting nature of case influenced 

sentencing procedure that district court was required to follow). Here, the court heard 

counsel for the parties and defendant personally at length as to the proper sentence to 

impose. The court then recessed for the express purpose of considering its sentencing 

decision. The court returned and first addressed defendant personally and expressly 

aclmow1edged that the district court had considered his statement in allocution as to his 

childhood abuse, lack of education and vocational skills, and other offender characteristics. 

In response, the court strongly encouraged defendant to avail himself of the Bureau of 

Prisons' educational and vocational programs and recommended participation. in its 

substance abuse treatment program. (R. 51, Sentencing Transcript, TR at 27-28, App. 

Vol. I, 134-35.) After imposing sentence, the court again encouraged defendant in this 

area. (Id. at 30-31} App. Vol. I, 137-38.) Thus the record demonstrates the district court 

fully considered defendant's offender characteristics in the exercise of its sentencing 

discretion. See Webb, 403 F.3d at 385. 

The record demonstrates the district court fully considered defendant's argument that 

a sentence below the range was appropriate based upon defendant's cooperation with the 

United States. In response, the court stated it "would certainly encourage you to continue 
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in that regard," implicitly indicating it would entertain a motion at the proper time as the 

United States had argued. (R. 51, Sentencing Transcript, TR at 28, App. Vol. I, 135.) This 

factor was addressed again after sentence was imposed. (Id. at 30-31, App. Vol. I, 137-38.) 

After addressing these primary offender characteristics, the district court stated its 

sentencing decision was based upon the nature of the offense - drug trafficking in crack 

cocaine - defendant's offender characteristics, the Guideline range - which was undisputed 

to be 108 to 135 months - and other § 3553(a) factors, and imposed a sentence in the 

middle of the range of 117 months. (Id.) The court stated it found this sentence to be 

"reasonable" in light of these factors, expressly adding this sentence would provide 

adequate deterrence and just punishment. (Id.) 

The record therefore adequately demonstrates the basis for the district court's 

selection of a mid-range sentence following the extensive arguments ofthe parties. As the 

Webb Court noted, the record fully rebuts any concern that the court was considering an 

impermissible basis for the exercise of its discretion. Certainly the record adequately· 

demonstrates for this Court's review that the district court selected the sentence based upon 

defendant's offense conduct and criminal history, and considered his offender 

characteristics and cooperation with the United States. No further findings are necessary 

and defendant's request for a remand should be denied. 
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2. Defendant's Sixth Amendment rights were not violated by 
including in the calculation of the advisory Guideline range 
defendant's prior drug distribution. 

Defendant argues his Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights were violated where his 

advisory Guideline range included as "relevant conduct" the amount of crack he sold on 

August 6, 2002. (Defendant's Brief at 32.) Defendant argues that since he did not admit 

he sold the drugs as part of the Stipulation of Facts in support of his guilty plea, it was error 

to increase his offense level by including this drug amount in the calculation of his advisory 

range. (Id. at 30-31.) 

Arguably, defendant waived this objection by stating affirmatively he had no 

objection to the PSR, which included the August 6 drug quantity in the Guideline 

calculation. Moreover, before the district court, as noted above, defendant did not assert 

that the Sixth Amendment barred consideration of this uncharged conduct. Instead, 

defendant argued the uncharged August 6 transaction should not be taken "as heavily into 

consideration" as the stipulated August 7 transaction.4 (R. 51, Sentencing Hearing 

Transcript, TR at 15, App. Vol. I, 122.) At best, defendant forfeited his alleged Sixth 

Amendment error by failing to raise it below and review is solely for plain error. 

4The United States notes that since the August 6 and 7 transactions were equally 
taken into account in the Guideline range calculation, which defendant agreed was the 
proper way to calculate the range, defendant's argument that the district court should not 
take the August 6 uncharged relevant conduct "as heavily into consideration" was legally 
impossible. 
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No error occurred, plain or otherwise. First, defendant admitted he sold the crack to 

the CIon August 6, 2002. Defendant stated he had no obj ections to the PSR, obviating the 

necessity for the United States to present testimony and the audio-tape ofthe sale to prove 

to the district court that defendant sold the crack on August 6, 2002. As noted, defendant 

received a reduction in his Guideline range for acceptance of responsibility because he 

admitted his offense conduct. 

Secondly, it is undisputed the August 6 drug transaction constituted "relevant 

conduct," see U.S.S.G. § lB 1.3(1) and (2), and was properly included in the Guideline 

range calculation, as defendant acknowledged in his Notice of No Objection to the PSR. 

Finally, defendant's alleged Sixth Amendment error was cured by the Supreme Court 

in Booker. The district court in this case was free to consider the undisputed August 6 drug 

sale as part of the Guideline range calculation because defendant was sentenced under the 

Sentencing Reform Act as amended in Booker. Where the Guideline range is advisory, no 

Sixth Amendment right accrues, and judicial fact- finding in the calculation ofthe Guideline 

range is permissible. See Booker, 543 U.S. at 233 ("When a trial judge exercises his 

discretion to select a specific sentence within a defined guideline range, the defendant has 

no right to ajury determination of the facts that ajudge deems relevant."). Under the post

Booker advisory Guidelines, this Sixth Amendment argument has no merit. 
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3. Defendant's sentence within the Guideline range is "reasonable." 

Defendant's final argument is that his sentence is unreasonable. First, defendant 

argues, the district court should have given his arguments iri support of a lower sentence 

more weight than the Guideline range. (Defendant's Brief at 32.) Defendant then sets forth 

for this Court's consideration all of the reasons he argued before the district court as to why 

his sentence should have been lower, including his childhood trauma and abuse (id. at 38-

41), the conditions of his presentence confinement (id. at 41-42), and his cooperation with 

the United States (id. at 42). He reiterates that the district court should have given little or 

no weight to the drug sale on August 6, 2002. (Id.at 43.) For the first time, defendant 

argues the disparity in the Guidelines between offense levels for crack and powder cocaine 

provides a basis for a lower sentence. (Id~ at 43-46.) This argument was never mentioned 

before the district court. Finally, defendant refers back to his first issue and states that the 

Court's review for reasonableness at this point is "purely speculative" given the lack of 

"factual findings" or "appropriate analysis" by the district court. (Id. at 47.) 

As noted above, defendant forfeited his argument as to a lack of findings or proper 

analysis where he responded before the district court that he had no objections to the 

sentence as imposed, and thus to the extent he raises the same arguments, review is for 

plain error. The United States relies upon its argument supra and asserts the record 

demonstrates a remand for resentencing is unwarranted. 
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To the extent defendant is arguing simply that the length of his Guideline range 

sentence is unreasonable, defendant has failed to demonstrate any error. The offense level 

was based solely upon defendant's personal drug sales and his criminal history. Defendant 

did not dispute any of the facts that underlie his offense level or his criminal history, nor 

did he assert any legal error in the calculation of the Guideline range. The district court 

considered defendant's arguments for a sentence below the undisputed range and chose to 

sentence defendant within the range based upon proper factors and a proper sentencing 

procedure. Defendant has failed to demonstrate that his sentence is unreasonable and it 

should be affinned. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment should be affinned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

HARRY S. MATTICE, JR. 
United States Attorney 

By: ctA l . ~ 
Charles E. Atchley, Jr. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
800 Market Street, Suite 211 
Knoxville, 1N 37902 
(865) 545-4 I 67 
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STATEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH FED. R. APP. P. 35(b) 

The government seeks rehearing and rehearing en banc as the panel decision 

in this case, United States v. Vonner, _ F.3d _, 2006 WL 1770095 (6th Cir. 

June 29, 2006), conflicts with two decisions of the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, 

United States v. Jones, 445 F. 3d 865 (6th Cir. 2006), and United States v. 

Williams, 436 F.3d 706 (6th Cir. 2006), and consideration is necessary to secure 

and maintain uniformity of the Court's decisions. 

1. The maj ority' s decision directly conflicts with the prior Sixth Circuit 

decision in United States v. Jones, 445 F.3d 865 (6th Cir. 2006). In that case, the 

majority rejected the contention that the sentence at issue was procedurally 

unreasonable because "the district court did not explain its rejection of [the 

defendant's] argument for a reduced sentence." Id. at 871. The Jones majority 

held that "a sentence within the applicable Guidelines range [does] not lose its 

presumption of reasonableness whenever a district judge does not explicitly 

address every defense argument for a below-Guidelines sentence." Id. If it were 

otherwise, the Jones majority said, "procedural reasonableness review w[ ould] 

become appellate micromanaging of the sentencing process." Id. 

2. The majority in the present case expressly states it is ignoring United 

States v. Williams, 436 F.3d 706 (6th Cir. 2006). "Despite the fact that under 
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Section 3553(a) the advisory guidelines are but one of many sentencing factors to 

be considered, and without a reasoned explanation, the Williams panel 'joined 

several sister circuits in crediting sentences properly calculated under the 

Guidelines with a rebuttable presumption of reasonableness. '" Vonner, 2006 WL 

1770095, at * 5 (footnote omitted). The majority then goes on to explain why the 

Williams presumption is irrelevant to the majority's conclusion that the district 

court must expressly consider each mitigating argument advanced by the 

defendant, and must expressly explain to the defendant the reasoning behind a 

decision to reject that argument as a basis for selecting a lower sentence. rd. at ** 

5-7. "[T]he record must simply be sufficiently clear to allow us to be assured that 

the district court considered all the arguments before it and to understand how 

those arguments factored into the district court's ultimate sentencing 

determination. This is required even where the district court's sentence of a 

defendant is presumptively reasonable under Williams." rd. at * 7. 

STATEMENT 

1. Defendant was charged in a one-count indictment with a violation of 21 

U.S.C. §§ 841(a)(l) and (b)(I)(B) and pled guilty on January 27,2004. A 

Presentence Report ("PSR") was prepared and calculated defendant's Guideline 

range to be 108 to 135 months incarceration. Defendant filed a statement of no 
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objections to the PSR. The sentencing hearing was delayed in anticipation of the 

Supreme Court's ruling in Booker and was held on February 7,2005. Vonner, 

2006 WL 1770095, at * 2. 

2. Prior to the sentencing hearing, counsel for defendant and the 

government filed sentencing memoranda with the district court. Id. Defendant's 

memorandum stated that the court should vary from the advisory Guideline range 

based upon (1) Vonner's traumatic childhood; (2) Vonner's impairment as a result 

of his long history of alcohol and drug abuse; (3) the circumstances surrounding 

Vonner's involvement in selling narcotics; (4) the conditions of his presentence 

confinement; and (5) Vonner's cooperation and assistance to the government. Id. 

3. At the hearing, defendant argued that these factors warranted a sentence 

below the advisory Guideline range. Id. at * 3. The government countered that 

the factors put forth by the defendant were insufficient to warrant a sentence 

outside the advisory Guideline range. Id. 

4. Following argument the district court took a short recess to consider the 

appropriate sentence. Id. After retUrning the district court issued its sentence of 

117 months and, as summarized by the majority, stated the following: 

With respect to the sentence in this case, the Court has considered the 
nature and circumstances of the offense, the history and 
characteristics of the defendant, and the advisory Guideline range, as 
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well as the other factors listed in 18 United States [Code] 3553(a). 
Pursuant to the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, it is the judgment of 
the Court that the defendant, Alvin George Vonner, is hereby 
committed to the custody of the Bureau of Prisons for a term of 
imprisonment of a hundred and seventeen months. It is felt that this 
term is reasonable in light of aforementioned factors and is a 
sentence, furthermore, that will afford adequate deterrence and 
provide just punishment. 

Id. at * 3. 

5. However, the majority fails to mention that upon returning to the bench 

the district court addressed defendant personally and had just stated as follows: 

All right. [Defense counsel], if you'll return to the lectern with 
Mr. Vonner, we'll proceed with sentencing at this point. First, Mr. 
Vonner, let me say that the Court appreciates the apology you offered 
this morning. You're obviously facing some period of incarceration. 
And while I know you need help and are asking for help once you -
once that period of incarceration is over, I mean, I would encourage 
you, as you heard somebody [state] here this morning, during your 
period of incarceration to, you know, dedicating yourself to hopefully 
learning the proper tools and education and other matters that would 
be offered to you through your Federal prison incarceration that, you 
know, will give you certain life skills and lifestyles that will be of 
benefit to you when your period of incarceration is over. Certainly, 
the Court wilf- there's been made mention of not only your 
cooperation today, but your encouraged cooperation. And the Court 
would certainly encourage you to continue in that regard. 

(R. 51, Sentencing Hearing Transcript, TR 27-28, App. Vol. I, 134-35.) And, the 

district court thereafter recommended the SOO-hour substance abuse program. (Id. 

at 28, App. Vol. I, 135.) 
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6. The dmrict court then asked both counsel if there were any objections to 

the sentence that:had not been raised. 1d. at * 9. Both attorneys replied in the 

negative. 1d. llIe district court again asked defense counsel if there were any 

other matters tIm need to be addressed and the answer was "No." 1d. 

7. On aP/lleal, defendant asserted his sentence was "procedurally 

unreasonable" md the majority agreed. 1d. at * 7. While admitting that the 

presumption ofteasonableness applied because the district court selected a 

sentence within the Guideline range, the majority stated that this did not relieve 

the district courttofits duty to adequately explain the sentence. The majority held 

that" [w ]here a nefendant raises a particular argument in seeking a lower sentence, 

the record mustreflect both that the district judge considered the defendant's 

argument and that the judge explained the basis for rejecting it." 1d. at * 6. "[1]f a 

defendant provnes mitigating evidence, the record must: (1) indicate that the 

court considered it and (2) provide the court's reasons for rejecting the defendant's 

argument." 1d. it * 7. In this case, "the evidence that the district court actually 

considered Vomrer's various arguments is sketchy as [sic] best" and "[t]his type of 

offhanded dismtisal of a defendant's claims provides mere lip service to the 

district court's Ir:sponsibility to carefully weigh all the facts and provide a 

defendant with ltwell-reasoned, well-thought-out sentencing decision." 1d 
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8. The dissent stated that the district court said it had considered all the 

sentencing factors in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) and that "we should accept the statement 

of the court as truth." rd. at * 9. In addition, the dissent noted that the district 

court had addressed the prison programs available to defendant for vocational and 

educational improvement while incarcerated and had recommended that defendant 

participate in the 500-hour substance abuse program while incarcerated. rd. The 

dissent underscored that the district court gave defendant two opportunities to 

inform the district court that he felt the explanation for the sentence was 

unreasonable or inadequate. rd. at ** 9-10. 

9. Lastly, the dissent stated that reasonableness is a "flexible standard," 

reminding the majority that "trial judges are on the front line dealing with real live 

defendants, and are in a far better position than appellate courts to determine the 

circumstances justifying [a sentence]." rd. at * 1 0 (quoting United States v. Joan, 

883 F.2d 491 (6th Cir. 1989)). The dissent noted that this case is "very similar" to 

United States v. Giles, 170 Fed. Appx. 414, 416 (6th Cir. 2006), where the district 

court had stated that "the defendant needed to further his education and learn a 

trade," and then found in support of its sentence, "For the record, the court has 

considered the nature and circumstances of the offense, the history and 

characteristics of the defendant and the advisory guideline range, as well as other 
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factors listed in 18 USC § 3553(a)." Vonner, 2006 WL 1770095, at * 10. The 

Giles Court had affirmed the sentence, rejecting defendant's argument that the 

district court's findings resulted in a sentence that was procedurally unreasonable. 

Id. In conclusion, the dissent objected to the majority approaching a position of 

appellate "micro-managing" of the sentencing process, noted that the Court's 

decisions had "confused attorneys and district courts alike," and expressed 

concern that "[s]entenCing hearings will soon exceed trials in length, if we do not 

simplify the process." Id. 

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION 

THE MAJORITY'S DECISION IS CONTRARY TO 
UNITED STATES v. JONES AND UNITED STATES v. WILLIAMS. 

1. In this case, a divided panel of the Sixth Circuit vacated defendant's 

sentence in a published opinion and remanded for resentencing. The majority held 

that the district court did not provide an adequate explanation for the sentence and 

that the sentence was therefore procedurally unreasonable. The majority 

acknowledged (1) that the district court complied with its obligation to consider 

the factors in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) and (2) that a sentence within the Guideline 

range is presumptively reasonable. It nevertheless adopted the rule that, when a 

defendant makes a specific argument for a sentence below the Guidelines range, 
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the record must "indicate ... that the district court considered the defendant's 

argument" and, in addition, must "explain why the district court decided to reject 

that argument." Vonner, 2006 WL 1770095, at * 7. Applying that rule, the 

majority concluded as to this case that even if "the record indicates that the district 

court considered all of [defendant's] arguments," "there is nothing in the record 

that explains why the district court rejected [defendant's] arguments." Id. 

(emphasis added). 

This Court has never required a sentencing court to explicitly consider each 

of a defendant's mitigating arguments in order for the sentence to be considered 

procedurally reasonable .. For example, in United States v. Webb, 403 F.3d 373, 

385-86 (6th Cir. 2005), cert. denied, 126 S. Ct. 1110 (2006), the Court found that a 

district court "considered" the § 3553(a) offender characteristics that defendant 

lacked education and had addiction problems by recommending the Bureau of 

Prisons' substance abuse program. Id. at 385-86. Nor was the district court 

faulted for failing to expressly state what weight it was ascribing to this factor in 

the selection of the length of the defendant's sentence. Rather, the Court inferred 

that the district court "considered" defendant's lack of education and substance 

abuse where the district court recommended that defendant participate in the 

Bureau of Prisons , education and drug treatment programs. Id. The Webb Court 
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concluded its review by stating "there is no evidence in the record that the district 

court acted unreasonably, by, for example, selecting the sentence arbitrarily, or 

basing the sentence on impermissible factors." Id. 

In Jones, the Court stated that "[t]he district court need not explicitly 

reference each of the § 3553(a) factors in its sentencing determination," Jones, 445 

F.3d at 869, and that it need not "explicitly address every defense argument," id. at 

871. "However, there must be sufficient evidence in the record to affirmatively 

demonstrate the court's consideration of these factors." Id. (internal quotation 

marks omitted). The Court has consistently stated that, even in cases where the 

Williams presumption applies, the record must provide a basis for "meaningful 

appellate review" by demonstrating the district court considered the statutory 

sentencing factors. See, St.&, United States v. Ward, 447 F.3d 869, 871 (6th Cir. 

2006) (noting rebuttable presumption of reasonableness and that district court 

must "articulate its reasoning" sufficient "to allow for reasonable appellate 

review"); United States v. Richardson, 437 F.3d 550, 553-54 (6th Cir. 2006) 

("This rebuttable presumption does not relieve the sentencing court of its 

obligation to explain to the parties and the reviewing court its reasons for 

imposing a particular sentence."); United States v. Foreman, 436 F.3d 638, 644 

(6th Cir. 2006) ("Williams does not mean that a Guidelines sentence will be found 
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reasonable in the absence of evidence in the record that the district court 

considered all of the relevant section 3553(a) factors."). 

The majority in this case goes well beyond this prior authority and replaces 

a requirement that the record demonstrate the district court's consideration of the 

relevant § 3553(a) factors with an unprecedented requirement that the district 

court expressly (1) consider and (2) explain its consideration of every mitigating 

argument advanced by defendant. 

The record in this case meets the standard for procedural reasonableness 

established by the Court. As noted above, the majority omits from its quotation of 

the district court's sentencing findings a significant portion of the district court's 

statement when the district court personally addressed defendant and stated 

defendant would benefit from the Bureau's vocational programs and from the 

substance abuse programs. Thus, in fact, the district court "considered" 

defendant's arguments of his deficient childhood and personal background and 

fouJ.?-d that these factors did not warrant reducing defendant's sentence, but did 

warrant the district court recommending that defendant receive assistance through 

the Bureau of Prisons. 

Finally, the United States notes that although the majority discusses in detail 

the "extensive evidence" introduced by defendant to support his motion for a 
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sentence below the advisory Guideline range, Vonner, 2006 WL 1770095, at ** 2-

3, defendant submitted no evidence. No testimony was taken from any individual 

and defendant introduced no documents into the record. This raises the question 

as to whether a district court must make the same detailed findings to satisfy the 

Court's review for procedural umeasonableness where, as in this case, defendant 

merely makes unsupported arguments in mitigatIon and does not establish an 

evidentiary basis. 

In sum, the majority has adopted a rule that is in conflict with prior 

decisions of the Court and that has significant adverse practical consequences. By 

requiring that each mitigating argument be explicitly addressed and its 

consideration expressly explained, the decision imposes a substantial burden on 

district courts in this Circuit, which conduct thousands of sentencing hearings 

each year. The United States is aware of no other circumstance in which a court is 

required to address every argument advanced by a party appearing before it; all 

that is required is that the ruling be consistent with the evidence and the applicable 

legal principles. There is no reason for an exception in the context of criminal 

sentencing. Post-Booker, a district court is obligated to impose a sentence that is 

appropriate in light of the evidence and the factors set forth in 18 U.S.C. 
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§ 3553(a), and a district court can comply with that obligation without specifically 

addressing every argument a defendant makes. 

2. In addition, the majority in this case undercut the Court's precedent by 

not giving proper weight to the presumption of reasonableness established in 

United States v. Williams, 436 F.3d 706 (6th Cir. 2006). In Jones, the Court 

explained the effect of the presumption: 

A sentence within the applicable Guidelines range should not lose its 
presumption of reasonableness whenever a district judge does not 
explicitly address every defense argument for a below-Guidelines 
sentence. Otherwise, the procedural reasonableness review will 
become appellate micromanaging of the sentencing process. 

Jones, 445 F.3d at 871. 

The majority unduly criticizes the holding in Williams that within-

Guidelines sentences are entitled to a rebuttable presumption of reasonableness. 

Vonner, 2006 WL 1770095, at ** 5-6. The majority's complaint that "the 

advisory guidelines are but one of many factors to be considered," id. at * 5, is at 

odds with the purpose of the rebuttable presumption. The majority cites as 

contrary the concurring opinion in United States v. Buchanan, 449 F.3d 731, 735 

(6th Cir. 2006) (Sutton, J., concurring). Id. at * 5 n.3. The result of such authority 

within the Circuit, as the dissent points out, is the confusion of attorneys and the 

district courts. The majority's analysis in this case amounts to the very "appellate 
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micromanaging" rejected by the Court in Jones and strips the presumption of any 

effect whatsoever. Review by the entire Court is needed to reconcile conflicting 

opinions of the Court regarding the issue of procedural unreasonableness in 

criminal sentencings. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated, en banc review is necessary to secure and maintain 

uniformity of the Court's decisions. 

By: 

Respectfully submitted, 

JAMES R. DEDRICK 
United States Attorney 

Charles E. Atchley, Jr. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
800 Market Street, Suite 211 
Knoxville, TN 37902 
(865) 545-4167 
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 1 

1. Whether defendant has demonstrated that the district court plainly erred by 

failing to state additional reasons for the selection of his sentence within the 

Guidelines range. 

2. Whether defendant has rebutted the presumption that his sentence within the 

Guidelines range is reasonable. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The United States incorporates herein by reference the statement of the case 

in its original brief. 

By Order entered June 22, 2007, the Court directed the parties to file 

supplemental briefs addressing the effect on this appeal of Rita v. United States, 

127 S. Ct. 2456 (2007). 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The United States incorporates herein by reference the factual summary in 

its original brief. 

IDefendant's claim ofa Sixth Amendment error due to alleged fact-finding 
at sentencing is fully addressed in the United States' original brief and is not 
addressed in this supplemental brief The United States has elected to restate the 
remaining two issues in light of cases decided since the United States filed its 
original brief on July 5, 2005. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

In Rita, the Supreme Court held that an appellate court does not err by 

applying a presumption of reasonableness to a Guidelines range sentence. The 

presumption reflects the increased likelihood that a sentence is reasonable where 

there is a consensus between the Sentencing Commission and the sentencing judge 

after each analyzes the § 3553(a) factors. 

As for the sentencing judge's § 3553(c) statement of reasons, the Rita Court 

found that it is legally sufficient where the record demonstrates that the judge 

considered the parties' sentencing positions and has a reasoned basis for the 

exercise of its decisionmaking authority. The appropriate length, depth, and 

fonnat of the district court's sentencing analysis, which necessarily varies 

according to the context of the case, generally is left to the professional judgment 

of the jUdge. 

Reviewing the court of appeals' application of the presumption of 

reasonableness, the Supreme Court held the affirmation of the sentence was 

lawful. The Court concluded that none of the special circumstances on which Rita 

relied required, in light of § 3553(a), a below-Guidelines sentence. 

The present case is straightforward and similar to the mine run of cases 

involving street-level drug distribution. Given that context and the four special 
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circumstances identified by defendant in support of a below-range sentence, the 

sentencing judge's statement of reasons is legally sufficient. The record 

demonstrates that the sentencing judge was well-prepared and knowledgeable 

about the procedural and substantive posture of the case, including the information 

in the presentence report, listened attentively to the lengthy arguments of the 

parties, was particularly responsive to defendant personally during allocution, and 

then took the unusual step of recessing for the purpose of considering the 

arguments in light of the record before the court. 

Upon returning to the bench, the sentencing judge first expressly and 

appropriately demonstrated that he had considered defendant's primary argument 

for leniency, expressly explained why defendant's second argument was not a 

basis for a lower sentence, and implicitly found defendant's two other alleged 

special circumstances did not support a below-range sentence. The sentencing 

judge exercised its decisionmaking authority and agreed with the Sentencing 

Commission that a sentence within the advisory Guidelines range waS appropriate 

in light of the relevant § 3553(a) factors. Given the facts of this case, the 

sentencing judge's statement of reasons was wholly proper and legally sufficient. 

The special circumstances identified by defendant do not require a sentence 

lower than the Guidelines range. The record demonstrates that the sentence 
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expressly took into account defendant's primary mitigating argument, his second 

argument was not ripe for a reduction in his sentence, his third argument was not 

atypical of similarly-situated defendants, and his last argument was without factual 

or legal basis. Defendant has not rebutted the presumption that his' Guidelines 

range sentence is reasonable. 

ARGUMENT 

1. The Supreme Court's review for reasonableness in Rita. 

The defendant in Rita was convicted of perjury, making false statements, 

and obstruction of justice and was sentenced by the district court to 33 months, the 

low end of the undisputed Guidelines range. Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2462. The Fourth 

Circuit reviewed the sentence by applying a presumption of reasonableness, 

rejected Rita's arguments that the district court's sentencing explanation was 

inadequate and that his sentence was unreasonable in length, and affirmed. Id. 

The Supreme Court agreed to review the validity of the appellate presumption, the 

sufficiency of the district court's statement at sentencing, and the reasonableness 

of the length of the sentence. Id. 

The Court first held that "a court of appeals may apply a presumption of 

reasonableness to a district court sentence that reflects a proper application of the 

Sentencing Guidelines." Id. "[A ]ppellate 'reasonableness' review" is the 
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I 

culmination of a process that begins with the sentencing judge's consideration of a 

detailed presentence report applying the Guidelines to the particular case and 

continues with the "thorough adversarial testing" of the appropriateness of the 

Guidelines sentence in light of the statutory considerations in § 3553(a). Id. at 

2465. The congressional purposes set forth in § 3553(a) also guide the work of 

the Sentencing Commission in writing the Guidelines. Id. at 2463-64. 

Thus where the sentencing judge selects a sentence within the Guidelines 

range, "the presumption reflects the fact that ... both the sentencing judge and the 

Sentencing Commission will have reached the same conclusion as to the proper 

sentence in the particular case. That double determination significantly increases 

the likelihood that the sentence is a reasonable one." Id. at 2463 (emphas~s in 

original). "[T]he sentencing statutes envision both the sentencing judge and the 

Commission as carrying out the same basic § 3553(a) objectives, the one, at retail, 

the other at wholesale." Id. The appellate presumption ofreasonabieness "simply 

recognizes the real-world circumstance that when the judge's discretionary 

decision accords with the Commission's view of the appropriate application of 

§ 3553(a) in the mine run of cases, it is probable that the sentence is reasonable." 

Id. at 2465. The presumption does not diminish or detract from the district court's 

task to select a sentence "sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to comply with 
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the purposes" of § 3553(a). Id. at 2467. "[W]here judge and Commission both 

determine that the Guidelines sentence is an appropriate sentence for the case at 

hand, that sentence likely reflects the § 3553(a) factors (including its 'not greater 

than necessary' requirement)." Id. (emphasis in original). Accordingly, the 

Fourth Circuit permissibly reviewed Rita's Guidelines range sentence through the 

lens of a presumption of reasonableness. Id. at 2467-68 . 

. The Rita Court then considered whether the district court's statement of 

reasons is "legally sufficient" to satisfy § 3553( c). Id. at 2468. The district court 

is required by § 3553(c) to "state in open court the reasons for its imposition of the 

particular sentence." Id. (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 3553(c) (2000 ed., Supp. IV)). This 

provision fosters public trust and confidence in the judiciary by presenting in open 

court the sentencing judge's reasoned decisionmaking. Id. On the other hand, the 

Court noted, the statute does not require "a full opinion in every case," and the 

appropriate length, depth, and format of the district court's sentencing analysis is 

left to the individual judge's "own professional judgment." Id. 

Speaking generally, the Court stated that ordinarily "[t]he sentencing judge 

should set forth enough to satisfy the appellate court that he has considered the 

parties' arguments and has a reasoned basis for exercising his own legal 

decisionmaking authority." Id. ''Nonetheless, when ajudge decides simply to 
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apply the Guidelines to a particular case, doing so will not necessarily require 

lengthy explanation. Circumstances may well make clear that the judge rests his 

decision upon the Commission's own reasoning that the Guidelines sentence is a 

proper sentence (in terms of § 3553(a) and other congressional mandates) in the 

typical case, and that the judge has found that the case before him is typical." ld. 

(emphasis added). In a Guidelines case, "the judge normally need say no more," 

although "speak[ing] at length to a defendant ... may indeed serve a salutary 

practice." ld. (emphasis added). 

Continuing to speak generally, the Court noted that in a case where a 

defendant argues that the Guidelines "reflect an unsound judgment" or where a 

defendant "presents nonfi'ivolous reasons for imposing a different sentence," then 

. the "judge will normally go further and explain why he has rejected those 

arguments." ld. (emphasis added). Depending upon the circumstances of the 

case, the judge may provide a brief explanation or the explanation may be 

lengthier. ld. 

The Court found that the district court's explanation of the reasons for the 

sentence implicates no Sixth Amendment jury trial right. ld; The function of the 

statement of reasons is to assure "reviewing courts (and the public)" that the 

sentencing process is "reasoned" and, by elucidating the intersection between the 
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§ 3553(a) factors as reflected in the Guidelines and as applied to a particular 

defendant, the sentencing judge's statement contributes to the continuing 

evolution of the work of the Commission as intended by Congress. Id. at 2469. 
/ 

The Court then turned to the sentencing judge's statement of reasons in 

Rita's case, which the Court concluded is "briefbut legally sufficient." Id. Rita 

was convicted of perjury before a federal grand jury that was investigating a gun 

distribution company selling kits from which purchasers could build machine guns, 

which it was believed the company had not properly registered for importation. 

Id. at 2459. Rita had purchased one of the machinegun kits and lied before the 

grand jury when asked about related statements that he made to a government 

agent and about subsequent conversations he had with employees of the company. 

Id. at 2460. A jury convicted Rita on charges of perjury, making false statements, 

and obstruction of justice. Id. 

The presentence report determined that the applicable Guidelines range was 

33 to 41 months. Id. at 2460-61. At the sentencing hearing, Rita presented 

evidence in support of a sentence below the range. Id. at 2461. After this 

evidence was presented, the sentencing judge expressly stated that Rita was 

arguing for a below-range sentence and itemized the three bases for that variance: 

Rit~'s vulnerability in prison because he had employment experience in the 
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criminal justice system, his military service, and his poor physical condition. Id. 

In response, the United- States argued that a sentence within the range was 

appropriate because Rita's peIjury interfered with the grand jury's investigation 

and, as a former government employee in criminal justice, Rita necessarily 

appreciated the seriousness of his offense conduct. Id. at 2461-62. The Supreme 

Court noted that during the United States' argument, "[tJhe sentencing judge asked 

questions about each factor." Id. at 2462. 

The Rita Court set forth the sentencing judge's statement of reasons in 

support of the sentence: 

After hearing the arguments, the judge concluded that he "was 
unable to find that the [report's recommended] sentencing guideline 
range ... is an inappropriate guideline range for that, and under 3553 
. .. the public needs to be protected if it is true, and I must accept as 
true the jury verdict." The court concluded: "So the Court finds that 
it is appropriate to enter" a sentence at the bottom of the Guidelines 
range, namely a sentence of imprisonment "for a period of 33 
months." 

Id. (quoting the Appendix, citations omitted, changes and ellipsis in original). 

On appeal, Rita objected to these limited comments by the sentencing judge 

and argued they were "inadequate." Id. at 2468. The Supreme Court disagreed: 

"In our view, given the straightforward, conceptually simple arguments before the 
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judge, the judge's statement of reaSons here, though brief, was legally sufficient." 

Id. 

The CouI"! recapped that Rita requested a non-Guideline range sentence 

based upon "three sets of special circumstances: health, fear of retaliation in 

prison, and military record." Id. at 2469. "The record makes clear that the 

sentencing judge listened to each argument." Id. The district court "considered 

the supporting evidence" and "was fully aware of defendant's physical ailments 

and imposed a sentence that takes them into account." Id. Later in the opinion, 

the Court explained that the sentencing judge sufficiently responded to Rita's 

argument regarding his physical condition by confirming that adequate medical 

treatment was available through the Bureau of Prisons. Id. at 2470. 

As for the mitigating argument that Rita was a vulnerable inmate, the record 

demonstrated that the judge ''understood'' this position and also that he 

"considered" Rita's lengthy military service and the medals and awards he had 

received. Id~ at 2469. "The judge then simply found these circumstances 

insufficient to warrant a sentence lower than the Guidelines range of33 to 4S[sic] 

months," which was implicft in the judge's statement that "this range 'was not 

inappropriate. '" Id. The sentencing judge also immediately added that the bottom 

of the range was "appropriate." Id. Referring to the concise nature of the . . 
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sentencing judge's statements, the Court reasoned, "He must have believed that 

there was not much more to say." Id. 

The Court acknowledged that the sentencing judge "might have said more." 

Id. For example, the judge might have expressly stated that he "heard and 

considered" defendant's mitigating arguments, or he might have explicitly said 

that he found a Guidelines range sentence to be "proper in the mine run of roughly 

similar peIjury cases," or he might have said that Rita's personal circumstances 

were insufficiently different to warrant a non-Guidelines sentence. Id. The 

sentencing judge made none of these findings. "But context and the record make 

clear that this, or similar, reasoning, underlies the judge's conclusion. Where a 

matter is as conceptually simple as in the case at hand and the record makes clear 

that the sentencing judge considered the evidence and arguments, we do not 

believe the law requires the judge to write more extensively." Id. 

The Court next turned to whether the Fourth Circuit permissibly found that, 

"after applying the presumption," Rita's Guidelines-range sentence "was not 

unreasonable." Id. at 2470. The Court reviewed how the Guidelines quantify 

Rita's offense conduct and criminal history, resulting in a range of33 to 41 

months. Id. In response to Rita's argument that this range fails to account for his 

poor health, fear of retaliation, and military service, the Court found the sentence 
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adequately reflects Rita's "special circumstances." [d. "His sentence explicitly 

takes health into account by seeking assurance that the Bureau of Prisons will 

provide appropriate treatment." [d. The threat of retaliation was no different than 

"any former law enforcement official might suffer," and thus was no basis for 

leniency. Id. As for Rita's military experience, Rita had not claimed that this fact 

warranted a sentence ''more lenient than the sentence the Guidelines impose." Id. 

"Like the District Court and the Court of Appeals, we simply cannot say that 

Rita's special circumstances are special enough that, in light of § 3553(a), they 

require a sentence lower than the sentence the Guidelines provide." Id. (emphas~s 

added). The judgment was affirmed. Id. 

2. Vonner has not demonstrated that the district court plainly erred by failing 
to state additional reasons for the selection oims Guidelines range sentence. 

In the present case, defendant argues that his sentence is unreasonable 

because the district court's statement of reasons is factually and legally 

insufficient. (Defendant's Brief at 22-27.) 

As explained in our original brief, (United States' Brief at 18), the plain-

error standard of review applies to this objection where, after the sentence was 

selected, defendant failed to raise it when the district court expressly asked ifhe 

had any objections. See United States v. Bailey, 488 F.3d 363, 367-68 (6th Cir. 
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2007) (plain error standard applies to Bailey's objections to the sentencing judge's 

analysis where the judge asked Bailey ifhe had any objections after pronouncing 

sentence and he responded in the negative); United States v. Blackwell, 459 F.3d 

739; 772.:.73 (6th Cir. 2006) (same), cert. denied, 127 S. Ct. 1336 (2007). 

Defendant has not demonstrated error, plain or otherwise. TheUnited 

States notes at the outset that to the extent defendant persists in his claim that the 

statement of reasons is "factually" insufficient because the court failed to resolve 

his alleged objection to the drug sale that was considered relevant conduct, this 

argument is foreclosed by the record. (United States' Brief at 26-27.) As the 

panel found, there were, ~d are, no controverted facts in this case. See United 

States v. Vonner, 452 F.3d 560, 564-65 (6th Cir.), vacated, reh 'g en banc granted 

(Oct 12; 2006). 

The context and the record demonstrate that the district court's statement of 

reasons is legally sufficient. This is a simple drug trafficking case that presented 

this sentencing judge with nothing out of the ordinary. Statistics published by the 

Sentencing Commission indicate that in the 2005 fiscal year in which defendant 

was sentenced, the district judges in the Eastern District of Tennessee sentenced 

328 defendants for drug trafficking offenses, which comprised 50.2% of the 

district's sentencing caseload. See United States Sentencing Commission, Federal 
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Sentencing Statistics by District, available at http://www.ussc.gov (follow 

"Publications," then follow "Federal Sentencing Statistics"). 

Further, this is a typical drug distribution case that could not be more 

straightforward. See Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2468 Gudge's statement of reasons likely 

will be briefer where case is typical). Defendant pleaded guiltY to a single charge 

of distributing over five grams of crack cocaine to a confidential informant in a 

video-taped, audio-recorded, controlled sale on August 7,2002. (See PSR at ~~ 1-

2, App. Vol. II, 144.) Defendant stipulated in writing to the facts of the sale and 

agreed that the amount of crack was 33.3 grams. (R. 19, Stipulation of Facts, App. 

Vol. I, 29.) The day before this sale, defendant sold the same informant 23.6 

grams of crack in an audio-recorded, monitored, controlled sale, which was 

included in the PSR as relevant conduct, to which defendant did not object. (PSR 

at,-r 7, App. Vol. II, 144; R. 51, Sentencing Transcript, TR 4-5, App. Vol. I, Ill.) 

The probation officer calculated defendant's offense level using solely the amount 

of crack that defendant sold on August 6 and August 7,2002, and no 

enhancements were applied. (PSR at,-r~ 14-19, App. Vol. II, 145-4:6.) Defendant 

received a three-level reduction for acceptance of responsibility, which resulted in 

a total offense level of 29. (Id. at~,-r 19, 22, App. Vol. II, 146.) 
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Defendant received three criminal history points based upon a prior 

conviction for second degree murder that had resulted in a sentence of sixty years. 

(Id. at ~ 31, App. Vol. II, 148.) During his incarceration, defendant had twenty

eight disciplinary infractions, including possession of drugs and a deadly weapon, 

fighting, and creating a disturbance. (Id.) Parole was mandated on December 26, 

2001 after defendant served nineteen years, parole was revoked on January 24, 

2002, and defendant completed the sentence on May 27,2002. (Id.) The offense 

conduct in this case occurred less than three months later in August 2002, which 

increased defendant's criminal history points by two, placing defendant in 

criminal history category III. (Id. at ~~ 32-34, App. Vol. II, 149.) 

Based upon a total offense level of 29 and a criminal history category III, 

the Guidelines range was 108 to 135 months, with a statutory mandatory minimum 

five years up to a maximum of forty years pursuant to 21 U.S.C. § 84l(b)(l)(B). 

(Id. at ~~ 54-55, App. Vol. II, 152.) 

The probation officer describes in detail defendant's personal and family 

history, including defendant's commitment to State custody at age three, his return 

to his parents at age five, and his placement in youth centers and foster homes 

from age thirteen when his father was incarcerated and his mother left the home 

after stabbing a man. (Id. at ~ 44, App. Vol. II, 151.) Defendant has eight 
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surviving siblings, six who live in Krioxville, and had a brother who died from 

injuries received in a fall while running from the police. (Id. at ~ 43, App. Vol. II, 

151.) 

Defendant's substance abuse also is described in detail, and includes the 

contents of a letter dated June 7, 2004 from defendant in which he states that after 

his release from prison in May 2002, defendant smoked twenty to twenty-five 

marijuana "blunts" per day, drank beer daily, and took Xanax and pain pills nearly 

daily. (Id. at mT 49-50, App. Vol. II, 152.) Defendant sought treatment for his 

. drug and alcohol abuse. (Id.) 

The probation officer states that defendant left school after completing one 

semester of the tenth grade, had not received his GED, and had no recent 

employment history because of his lengthy period of incarceration on his prior 

murder conviction. (Id. at ~~ 51-52, App. Vol. II, 152.) 

When defendant appeared for sentencing on February 7,2005, the record 

demonstrates that the sentencing judge was intimately familiar with the facts of 

defendant's case, both substantive and procedural. After defendant was sworn, the 

court first determined that defendant understood the offense to which defendant 

had pleaded guilty and the statutory minimum and maximum sentence, that 

defendant had read and discussed the PSR with counsel, and that defendant had no 
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objections to the PSR~ (R. 51, Sentencing Transcript, TR 3-4, App. Vol. I, 110-

11.) The sentencing judge sua sponte noted that the United States had moved for 

the third-level reduction for defendant's acceptance of responsibility and granted 

that motion. (Id. at 4-5, App. Vol. I, 111-12.) 

The sentencing judge then sua sponte stated that defendant had filed two 

motions "post-Blakely, pre-Booker" and asked if it would be "appropriate" to 

consider those motions moot in light of the decision in Booker, and defendant 

agreed through counsel that the court was correct. (Id. at 5, App. Vol. I, 112.) 

The court denied the motions as moot, stating it would "certainly allow 

[defendant] to make the appropriate argument," and invited the United States to 

address the issue of the sentence to be selected. (Id. at 5-6, App. Vol. 1,112-13.) 

The United States reserved the opportunity to respond to defendant's argument, 

but noted for therecord its position that a sentence within the Guidelines range 

was appropriate in this case. (Id. at 6, App. Vol. I, 111.) 

Defendant began by stating that the Guidelines range was now merely 

advisory and identified some of the § 3553(a) factors the court had to also 

consider, and then addressed the four circumstances in his case that he argued 

supported a sentence below tpe range. (Id. at 7-8, App. Vol. I, 114-15.) These 

included: (1) defendant's "severe childhood neglect, trauma, and abuse"; (2) 
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defendant's presentence incarceration in which defendant was placed in restricted 

"lockdown" in the local jail as a result of his prior murder conviction and had been 

incarcerated for over a year locally waiting for the decision in Booker; (3) 

defendant's "assistance to the government," noting that although he had refused to 

cooperate for the past year, in the month prior to sentencing he had agreed to meet 

with the United States, had done so on one occasion, and had provided 

infonnation that was deemed to be "good"; and (4) defendant's argument that the 

controlled drug sale on the day before defendant's offense conduct should be 

given "little or no weight." (Id. at 8-16, App. Vol. I, 115-24.) Defendant 

concluded by stating that a Guidelines-range sentence was not required or fair and 

that, instead of incarceration, defendant needed treatment, training, and "the tools 

of life." (Id. at 16, App. Vol. I, 123.) 

After defendant's argument, the sentencing judge thanked counsel and 

stated, "The Court appreciates your arguments you've advanced." (Id: at 17, App. 

Vol. I, 124.) 

The United States responded to three of defendant's four mitigating 

circumstances. Although defendant's childhood was tragically, severely deprived, 

(id. at 17-18, App. Vol. I, 124-25), that unfortunate past had to be viewed in the 

context of other § 3553(a) factors. Defendant's criminal history and arrest record 
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demonstrated that, as an adult, defendant has continuously engaged in violent, 

criminal conduct, some of which the United States described in detail. Given 

defendant's uncontrollable recidivism for offenses involving drugs and violence, 

incarceration was necessary for the protec#on of society. (ld. at 17-20, App. Vol. 

I, 124-27.) The Guidelines range in fact calculated defendant's criminal history 

favorably to defendant since his TImrder conviction received the same points as a 

lesser offense; the resulting Guidelines range presented a time period that was 

entirely appropriate given defendant's history. (ld. at 20, App. Vol. I, 127.) 

With respect to defendant's cooperation, the United States noted that 

defendant recently had met with the government but that this factor was not ripe 

and there was no credible information before the court at that time to support a 

below-range sentence based upon assistance to the United States. (ld. at 20-21, 

App. Vol. I, 127-28.) 

As for the court's consideration of the drug sale on August 6, 2002, the 

United States noted that defendant was not disputing that he sold the crack and 

had agreed it was properly included by the probation officer as relevant conduct 

for calculation of the advisory Guidelines range and the court should consider this 

conduct in its sentencing decision. (ld. at 21, App. Vol. I, 128.) The United States 

argued that the Guidelines range was in fact "extremely generous." (ld.) 
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The judge heard defense counsel in reply, at which time defendant 

underscored that his childhood trauma and. his lengthy periods of incarceration 

contributed toa lack of opportunity to develop skills qualifying defendant to work, 

and therefore he turned to crime when he was not in prison. (Id. at 21-23, App. 

Vol. I, 128-30.) Defendant stated that he needed "adequate treatment and care and 

training that he will receive in the Federal system and the proper transition that 

he'll receive in the Federal system." (Id. at 23, App. Vol. I, 130.) A Guidelines

range sentence was not in the interest of justice. (Id.) 

Defendant then personally addressed the district court at length in 

allocution. (Id. at 24-27, App. Vol. I, 131-34.) At one point, when defendant's 

emotions made it difficult for him to continue, the sentencing judge patiently 

stated "if you want to take a moment to' compose yourself, I want you to be able to 

say everything you feel like you need to say," and asked the court deputy to 

provide defendant with a Kleenex. (Id. at 26, App. Vol. I, 133.) 

After the judge was assured that. defendant had said everything he desired to 

express, the sentencing judge stated that he was taking a recess to "let me consider 

the - review the files and consider the matters." (Id. at 27, App. Vol. I, 134.) 
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Following the recess, the sentencing judge addressed defendant as follows: 

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Johnson, if you'll return to 
the lectern with Mr. Vonner, we'll proceed with sentencing at this 
point. First, Mr. Vonner, let me say that the Court appreciates the 
apology you offered this morning. You're obviously facing some 
period of incarceration. And while I know you need help and are 
asking for help once you - once that period of incarceration is over, I 
mean, I would encourage you, as you heard somebody [ state] here this 
morning, during your period of incarceration to, you know, dedicating 
yourself to hopefully learning the proper tools and education and 
other matters that would be offered to you through your Federal 
prison incarceration that, you know, will give you certain life skills 
and lifestyles that will be of benefit to you when your period of 
incarceration is over. Certainly, the Court will- There's been made 
mention of not only your cooperation today, but your encouraged 
cooperation. And the Court would certainly encourage you to 
continue in that regard. 

With respect to the sentence in this case, the Court has 
considered the nature and circumstances of the offense, the history 
and characteristics of the defendant, and the advisory Guideline 
range, as well as the other factors listed in 18 United States 3553(a). 
Pursuant to [the] Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, it is [the] judgment 
of the Court that the defendant, Alvin George Vonner, is hereby 
committed to the custody of [the] Bureau of Prisons for a term of 
imprisonment of a hundred and seventeen months. It is felt that this 
term is reasonable in light of the aforementioned, in light of the 
aforementioned factors and is a sentence, furthermore, that will afford 
adequate deterrent and provide just punishment. 

The Court will recommend that you receive five hundred hours 
of substance abuse treatment from the Bureau of Prisons Residential 
Drug Abuse Treatment Program. Upon release from imprisonment, 
you shall be placed on supervised release for a term of five years. 

(Id. at 27-28, App. Vol. I, 134-35.) 
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After imposing the conditions of supervised release and addressing other 

matters, (id. at 29-30, App. Vol. I, 136-37), prior to adjourning, the judge again 

personally addressed defendant and stated, "Mr. Vonner, I would add to you that, 

you know, the Court encourages you to not 'only continue your cooperation, but 

also to, you !mow, use this time to deve10p'the skills that you believe are necessary 

and that will be useful to you when your period of incarceration is over." (ld. at 

30-31, App. Vol. 1,137-38.) 

Defendant has not demonstrated that this -statement of reasons was plain 

error or that the sentencing judge legally was required to say more. The record 

establishes unquestionably that the judge was prepared and !mowledgeable about 

all aspects of defendant's case ,and that the judge attentively listened and 

considered each of defendant's arguments, the United States' position, and, 

particularly, defendant's comments in allocution. See Rita, 127 S. ct. at 2469 

(noting the record demonstrated the "sentencing judge listened to each argument" 

and was "fully aware" of defendant's circumstances). 

The sentencing judge's thoughtful consideration of the case is further 

demonstrated by the .court's recess for that express purpose. The sentencing judge 

not only "understood" defendant's arguments but, in fact, after hearing the parties 

at length, took time to think about what had been said in light of the information 
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before the court. The sentencing judge took the unusual step of recessing during 

sentencing, demonstrating that he did not merely brush aside the parties' 

arguments and default to a pre-conceived sentencing determination. The record 

contains conclusive proof that the salient facts noted by the Court in Rita are 

present here - the sentencing judge listened, considered, was fully aware of the 

facts and circumstances pressed by defendant, in this case recessed to consider the 

parties' arguments in light of the record before the court, and thereafter made a 

reasoned decision. 

The sentencing Judge expressly addressed defendant's primary mitigating 

argument as soon as the judge returned to the bench. Defendant had ended with a 

strong plea for treatment and for vocational and educational training. The 

. sentencing judge accordingly began by underscoring that the sentence selected by 

the court took into consideration defendant's request. In "salutary," sensitive 

remarks directed personally to defendant, see Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2468 ("often at 

sentencing a judge will speak at length to a defendant"), the sentencing judge 

twice explained to defendant that the sentence was intended to provide him with 

the opportunity to take advantage of the programs he was requesting, including 

vocational and educational training and treatment for substance abuse. 
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Under the circumstances, the sentencing judge demurred on providing a 

. more detailed, direct explanation in open court as to why defendant's tragic 

childhood did not warrant a below-range sentence. See Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2469 

(the sentencing judge's brevity indicated that, in the district court's view, nothing 

more needed to be said). Through his sincere statements to defendant regarding 

training and treatment, the sentencing judge determined that he had appropriately 

and adequately responded to an argument for leniency based upon defendant's 

personal family history. Id. at 2468 (the reviewing court will defer to the 

individual judge's "own professional judgment" as to the depth, length, and 

method of responding to a party's arguments). Further, as the United States 

pointed out, defendant's childhood deprivation contri1?uted to violent, drug-related 

criminal conduct in defendant's adult life, triggering competing public safety and 

deterrence issues. Suffice it to say, this Court should not find that the sentencing 

judge's statement of reasons is insufficient because he chose explicitly to address 

defendant's need for vocational and educational training and substance abuse 

treatment as the appropriate means of implicitly demonstrating that he fully 

considered defendant's tragic past in the selection of the sentence. 

In addition, while defendant's argument regarding his deprived childhood. 

was the key special circumstance that defendant promoted in favor of a lower 
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sentence, unfortunately, this factor is not uncommon in numerous drug cases 

before the district court. This circumstance does not render defendant's case 

atypical, nor is it a complex, unique subject as to which the public or the 

Commission perhaps could have benefitted from further explanation. Id. at 2469 

(in some cases, the statement of reasons may advance a laudatory public policy 

purpose or assist the Sentencing Commission's work). In sum, as to the 

consideration of defendant's abusive childhood experiences, there is no plain error 

in the sentencing judge's statement of reasons. 

Similarly, the sentencing judge expressly and appropriately addressed 

defendant's claim that a lower sentence was supported by his cooperation. Taking 

into account the United States' response that, as even defendant indicated, he had 

not yet provided any concrete, corroborated information, the court considered this 

factor and advised defendant that it was not a basis for a lower sentence at that 

time. Defendant was encouraged to continue to pursue his cooperation. Again, 

this argument was considered and explicitly addressed. 

The record demonstrates that the sentencing judge listened and considered 

defendant's remaining two arguments, both of which lacked substance, and 

implicitly found they did not warrant a below-range sentence. The length of 

defendant's pre-sentencing incarceration was not a basis for a lower sentence 
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because defendant, like numerous other defendants, chose to delay sent~ncing 

until after the Booker decision, the court sentenced him less than three weeks later, 

defendant did not agree to attempt to cooperate until right before sentencing, and, 

in any event, defendant would receive credit for the time served since his arrest. 

Under these circumstances, the length of defendant's presentence incarceration 

was not a basis for leniency and no additional explanation was needed. 

As for defendant being placed in "lockdown" at the county jail, the record 

demonstrates the judge listened and considered this factor but implicitly found a 

lower sentence was not warranted on this basis. This circumstance would exist for 

any defendant who has a prior criminal history for violence and a prior murder 

conviction, it was not inappropriate for the court implicitly to find this Was not a 

basis for a below-range sentence, and defendant has not demonstrated the court 

plainly erred by failing to expressly explain its conclusion in its statement of 

reasons. See Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2469 (sentencing judge heard the argument but 

must have considered it unnecessary to say more under the circumstances, which 

was not legally in error). 

Likewise, the record demonstrates that defendant's fourth argument 

regarding the relevant conduct drug sale was considered and implicitly rejected as 

a basis for a Guidelines variance. There was no question that defendant made the 
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undercover sale, which was recorded and admitted by defendant, and defendant 

agreed the Guidelines range properly took this relevant conduct into account. At 

least a portion of defendant's argument appeared to be a hybrid Sixth Amendment 

challenge in which defendant appeared to argue that if a sentence within the 

Guidelines range was selected, the district court was reverting to a pre-Booker 

mandatory regime, and a Sixth Amendment issue arose. Since defendant admitted 

the drug sale and there was no legal support for this argument, it was not plain 

error for the sentencing judge to consider it frivolous. See Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2468 

(judge normally will explain his rejection of nonfrivolous reasons for imposing a 

different sentence). 

I Thus with regard to defendant's third and fourth arguments, the context and 

the record reflects that the sentencing judge listened and considered defendant's 

position but "simply found these circumstances insufficient to warrant a sentence 

lower than the Guidelines range." Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2469. 

As in Rita, the sentencing judge in this case could have said more in 

explanation for the sentence selected. However, unlike in Rita, the matters left 

unsaid were not favorable to defendant and did not need to be said to be 

understood. Whereas in Rita the Court reasonably hypothesized about statements 

the sentencing judge might have made regarding defenqant's military service or 
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his poor physical condition, in this case the additional statements that the 

sentencing judge might have made would have highlighted the unremarkable 

explanation that a lengthy sentence was deemed necessary to afford protection of 

the public and to provide adequate deterr~nce in light of defendant's likelihood of 

recidivism. The sentencing judge no doubt believed that such comments were 

unnecessary and that, in a straightforward case of street-level drug trafficking and 

given defendant's criminal history for violence, "there was not much more to say." 

Id. Moreover, as noted above, the sentencing judge's full consideration of 

defendant's arguments was made clear by the court's decision to take a recess and 

review,the presentence report and other information before determining the 

appropriate sentence. In this context, the brevity of the court's statement may be 

considered an exercise of reasoned professional judgment in a case that was not 

atypical in the mine run of similar drug trafficking cases. 

That is not to say that the sentencing judge took lightly the significance of 

the sentencing occasion or defendant's tragic circumstances. Rather, the court 

considered all of the circumstances and attempted to focus in open court on those· 

matters that it believed would encourage defendant, while at the same time 

fulfilling its duty to demonstrate it had taken into account the other relevant 
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§ 3553(a) factors. Everyone in the courtroom, particularly defendant, as well as 

the public, knew the reasons why a Guidelines range sentence was appropriate, 

and the district court did not plainly err by deciding, in its professional judgment, 

not to make more explicit its implicit findings. The statement of reasons was 

entirely sufficient in this case. 

3. Vonner has not rebutted the presumption that his sentence within the 
Guidelines range is reasonable. 

Defendant argues that, in light of the circumstances in his, case, his sentence 

is greater than necessary to fulfill the purposes of § 3553(a). (Defendant's Brief at 

36-47.) Defendant essentially argues before this Court the mitigating 

circumstances he promoted before the district court. (Id.) 

Defendant's sentence within the advisory Guidelines range is credited by 

the Court with a rebuttable presumption of reasonableness. United States v. 

Williams, 436 F.3d 706, 709 (6th Cir. 2006), cert. denied, 2007 WL 1854202 

(June 29, 2007). Defendant has not rebutted the presumption that 'the sentence 

selected by the sentencing judge is reasonable. 

As noted above, defendant's advisory range was based solely upon the drug 

amount that defendant personally distributed, a three-level reduction for his 

acceptance of responsibility, ,and his criminal history. The claims that defendant 
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makes as to special circumstances either were taken into account in the sentence, 

fail to'distinguish defendant's case from that of other street level drug dealers, or 

were immaterial. 

The sentence explicitly takes into account defendant's deprived childhood 

by recommending vocational and"educational training and substance abuse 

treatment programs. See Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2470 (defendant's poor physical 

condition was taken into account where the court affirmed that medical treatment 

was available by the Bureau of Prisons). 

As for defendant's claim regarding the treatment he experienced during his 

presentence incarceration, it is reminiscent of Rita's argument that he was 

vulnerable to retaliation in prison due to his prior employment. Id. The Supreme 

Court noted that this circumstance is a potentially adverse experience that all 

similarly-situated persons would suffer by incarceration, thus it is not a basis for 

finding the Guidelines range sentence unreasonable. Id. Likewise, defendant's 

treatment by the local jail was not personal to him but reflects the classification 

and treatment afforded all persons with his criminal history. It is immaterial to the 

selection of a non-range sentence. 

The length of defendant's presentence incarceration was of his own 

choosing, would be credited to him by the Bureau of Prisons in the calculation of 
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his sentence, and othelWise is not atypical. Numerous defendants delayed 

sentencing until after Booker. 

Defendant's cooperation was expressly rejected by the district court as a 

present basis fQr a variance. Defendant has not argued that the United States' 

assessment of his cooperation at the time was inaccurate. Defendant had chosen to 

delay any cooperation for a year and therefore this circumstance bore no 

sentencing fruit at the time he appeared before the court. 

Finally, defendant's argument as to the sentencing judge's consideration of 

his relevant conduct was, frankly, somewhat unfathomable with respect to the 

selection of his sentence. Defendant admitted he engaged in the second drug 

transaction, it unquestionably was relevant conduct, the drug amount properly was 

included in the calculation of his offense level, and defendant did not object to the 

PSR. If defendant had objected, the United States would have presented the 

audio-tape of the transaction to establish well beyond a preponderance of the 

evidence that defendant committed this offense. Indeed, defendant could have 

been charged with this offense and earned two felony drug convictions. It was 

treated under the Guidelines and at sentencing as it would be in other typical cases 

involving such multiple-drug transactions by a defendant. There is nothing in the 

record to suggest that the sentencing judge gave this drug transaction more weight 
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than was legally proper and there is nothing to suggest it is a mitigating, special 

circumstance that supports a below-range sentence. 

Defendant accordingly has not rebutted the presumption or shown that in 

light of the § 3553(a) factors the circumstances in this case "require a sentence 

lower than the sentence the Guidelines provide." Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2470. The 

district court was well within its discretion in agreeing with the Sentencing 

Col11Ihission that the Guidelines-:range sentence selected is sufficierit, but not 

greater than necessary, to fulfill the statutory sentencing purposes. 

CONCLUSION 

For. the foregoing reasons, the judgment should be affinned. 

Respectfully submitted,' 

JAMES R. DEDRICK 
United States Attorney 

By: ~ 
Charles E. Atchley, Jr. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
800 Market Street, Suite 211 
Knoxville, TN 37902 
(865) 545-4167 
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To: 
Via: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 
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MROR-E 
17 Jul 1990 

Commandant of the Marine Corps 
Candidate Charles E. ATCHLEY JR., 
Officer Selection Officer, 2620 Elm 
Nashville, Tennessee 37214 

USMCR 
Hill Pike, suite 405, 

Subj: DISENROLLMENT FROM THE PLATOON LEADERS CLASS PROGRAM 

Ref: (a) Lan's Message from CSA:HQ:USMC dtd 9 Jul 1990 
(b) PLC Service Agreement (LAW) dtd 19 March 1990 
(c) MCO P1900.1C MARCORSEPMAN 

1. This Headquarters has been notified that you are not 
physically qualified for the Platoon Leaders Class Progra.m. 

2. Per the provisions of references (b) and (c), effective 
14 August 1990, you are disenrolled from the Platoon Leaders Class 
Program and no longer have any contractual affiliation or 
obligation to any component of the United states Marine Corps. 
You are separated as an Officer Candidate Disenrollment, Code 
KHEI. Your description of service is "entry level separation." 
Members in this status do not receive a discharge certificate or 
characterization of service at separation. 

3. You can be assured that your physical status was given a fair 
and complete evaluation. If a significant change in your physical 
status occurs, please bring this new medical information to the 
attention of your officer selection officer. 

4. I regret the disappointment which I know you feel in this 
matter. Your participation in the Platoon Leaders Class Program 
has been greatly appreciated and I hope that your Marine Corps 
experiences will be of· value to you in your future endeavors. 

Copy to: 
CO, 6th MCD 
OIC, CAU MCCDC, QUANT, VA 

ajJ()U~ 
A. ·P. AL~O 
By direction 




